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Disclaimer 

The viewpoints expressed in these research papers belong solely to their authors and should not 
be constructed to represent the viewpoints of the editors of the GRJ, its faculty advisors, or the 
University as a whole.  

Call for Submission: GRJ 2017 

The IUS Graduate Research Journal is an interdisciplinary forum for the publication of original 
graduate work. We strongly encourage all IUS graduate students to submit their work to the next 
volume, scheduled for publication in the spring of 2017. All types of papers will be considered, 
including research projects, literature reviews, and case studies. In addition to building your 
resume or curriculum vitae, the journal offers an opportunity for reaching a broader audience 
with your message about problems which matter to you. Maximum length is 5,000 words 
including references. Please send submissions as a Microsoft Word attachment in an email 
addressed to webmis@ius.edu. Be sure to include in the body of your email your contact 
information, the title of your paper, and the name of the relevant course and its instructor. The 
submission deadline will correspond with the beginning of winter recess 2016. 

 



Letter from the Editors 

It is with great pride and enthusiasm that the editors invite readers to discover the sixth 
issue of the Indiana University Southeast Graduate Research Journal. As a glimpse into the high 
quality research activities of IUS graduate students, the collection features work from across a 
multitude of disciplines. It was our goal as editors to curate a reflection of the diversity of 
academic writing occurring in the schools of Business, Education, and Interdisciplinary Studies. 
In their individual ways, the contributing authors demonstrate understanding of various 
disciplinary expectations for scholarship while developing their own interests and voices.  

 The journal is enriched by this diversity and includes a wide array of both topics and 
genres. The common theme of examining problems and looking for solutions takes many forms 
in research and survey papers, case studies, and editorial writing. Each submission was subjected 
to critical scrutiny, as well as the process of revise-and-resubmit, in order to meet the established 
standards for inclusion in the publication. Furthermore, as editors we were inspired to contribute 
our own voices to the conversation; we consider it a privilege and honor to include our 
perspectives in the collection. 

 We would like to thank the contributing authors for their outstanding research efforts, as 
well as their commitment and hard work during the editing process. Additionally, we extend our 
gratitude to Jonathan Ruth, Daniel Vance, and the IUS Design Center for the cover design. We 
express our appreciation to our faculty advisors, Dr. Deborah Finkel, Dr. Kathleen Arano, and 
Dr. Faye Camahalan for the continuous support and invaluable guidance. Finally, we extend 
special thanks to the University for its support of original graduate work, as well as all university 
students whose activity fees help to make this journal possible. 
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Abstract 

This program was designed to address the positive correlation between family 

engagement and literacy achievement. The goal was to support and develop literacy skills for 

families and educate them about the importance of active family engagement for their child’s 

literacy proficiency. The families participated in a weekly workshop for five weeks. The focus 

topics included interactive reading strategies, paired reading, working with words, vocabulary 

and print-rich environments, as well as ways to incorporate learning at home. This program 

helped school's efforts to engage families with students’ education, supported multigenerational 

learning, built and reinforced literacy skills, strengthened family engagement and boosted 

literacy achievement. 

 

I. Problem Statement 

This is my fifth year in Education and I am currently working towards my Master’s 

Degree in Elementary Education with a Concentration in Reading. In 2009, I earned my 

Bachelor's Degree in Accounting. However, after working for a short period, I went back to get 

my teaching certification through the Transition to Teaching Program. Upon completion of the 

program, I received my elementary certification and taught for three and half years in two 

different school districts. I have taught first grade, second grade, and two second and third grade 

multi-ability, multi-grade level classrooms. Recently, I transitioned out of the classroom into a 

new position focusing on family engagement and literacy. My new position is a Family and 

Literacy Learning Specialist. In this position I work with educators to improve family 

engagement in their school to boost literacy achievement and promote intergenerational learning. 

Literacy instruction is a complex practice. A key component of literacy instruction is family 



engagement. Students benefit from their parents being actively involved in their education, 

especially when literacy is incorporated in the home. Literacy allows students and families to 

become life-long learners. Educating the parents how to promote literacy in the home and 

interact with their child plays an important role in accomplishing a boost in student literacy 

achievement. I firmly believe literacy is the foundation for all learning. 

I have had the privilege of teaching a diverse group of students, ranging from low-

income, English language learners, as well as, high socioeconomic. However, one aspect that has 

remained constant is the positive impact of family engagement both before the child begins 

school and throughout the entire school experience. I noticed that the challenges families face 

might be different depending on their personal experiences or socioeconomic statuses, but most 

want to be involved in their child’s education, however they may not be comfortable with how to 

do that. Family engagement can be difficult for a variety of reasons, such as limited time, 

cultural barriers, or miscommunication. My study of this topic provided valuable information 

supporting why family engagement is essential for literacy development in children and will be 

beneficial in my current position.  

Family engagement is essential for a student’s success. According to Donna Hargens, 

Superintendent of Jefferson County Public Schools (2015), “we need to make sure parents 

understand that learning doesn’t start when their child goes to Kindergarten, learning starts the 

minute they are born” (as cited in Konz, 2015, para. 16). As an educator I know that the parents 

continue to play an important role throughout the child’s entire school career.  

My research revolved around educating parents about how to assist their child when 

fostering literacy within the home in order to improve literacy levels. I did this by engaging 

families in interactive and intergenerational literacy learning experiences in family workshops. 



The research question I answered is “How does family engagement impact literacy 

achievement?” I facilitated five consecutive family workshops that focused on different literacy 

topics essential for helping children with literacy. The study was open to families with a child in 

grades kindergarten through third grade. The families and students participating in the study, as 

well as the library where the workshops took place, were located in Louisville, Kentucky. To 

gather data I administered a pre and post parent survey inquiring about the parents’ beliefs about 

family engagement and literacy, their confidence with working with their child in literacy, their 

presence in their child’s education, and their current level of engagement with their child. I also 

administered a student survey to the children asking about their reading strategies, learning at 

home, being read aloud to, and their overall attitude towards reading. I focused on grades 

preschool through third grade, however I did have a sibling participate who was a fourth grader 

who read on a first grade level. I decided upon this age range because according to The 

Campaign for Grade-Level Reading (2015), “More than 80% of low-income children are not 

reading proficiently at the end of third grade.” The Campaign for Grade-Level Reading (2015) 

also states that an important predictor of school success and high school graduation is that 

students are reading on grade-level by the end of third grade  

At the end of the five workshops parents reported having more confidence to help their 

child in literacy. According to Dr. Karen L. Mapp (2012) from Harvard Graduate School of 

Education, students with family engagement show faster literacy acquisition, higher grades and 

test scores, increased attendance, better social skills and behavior, have higher graduation rates, 

and continue on to higher education.  

 

II. Review of Literature 



The National Literacy Act of 1991 defines literacy as “an individual’s ability to read, 

write, and speak English, compute and solve problems at levels of proficiency necessary to 

function on the job and in society, to achieve one’s goals, and develop one’s knowledge and 

potential,” (Zygouris-Coe, 2001, p. 5). Family engagement is different than family involvement. 

Family engagement is an on-going, reciprocal, strength-based partnership between families and 

their children’s educators (Halgunseth, 2009). It is not a one-time event, but instead an on-going 

process. Family engagement often consists of PACT® Time, which stands for Parent and Child 

Together Time. “The federal definition of PACT Time is interactive literacy activities between 

parents and children,” (Zygouris-Coe, 2001, p. 6). 

“Literacy begins at home,” (Zygouris-Coe, 2007, p. 57). Parents are their child’s first and 

most important teachers (McCoy & Cole, 2011). According to Shonkoff & Phillips (2000), “even 

when young children spend most of their waking hours in child care, parents remain the most 

influential adults in their lives,” (p. 226). Parents are still the most consistent presence in their 

children’s lives and have the greatest influence on their children’s development (National Center 

for Families Learning, 2015). 

Having a strong literacy home environment is essential for literacy achievement. “The 

home environment is the foundation in which the child builds their appreciation for literacy” and 

students seeing their family engaged in literacy activities are more likely to engage in literacy 

activities at school (Oest, 2011, p. 20). This helps the students make the connection between 

home and school and according to Soderman (as cited in Oest, 2011), it “sends a message to 

children that education is valued both in and outside the school setting,” (p. 4). However, there 

can also be several barriers to home environment and the home-school connection. According to 



Yarosz & Barnett (as cited in Oest, 2011), these barriers include but aren’t limited to 

socioeconomic factors, language barriers, educational background, and marital status.  

Educators need to share literacy strategies and information with families (Oest, 2011). 

Offering parent workshops based on parent and student needs has a positive effect on student 

achievement (Henderson & Mapp, 2002). Parker, Boak, Griffin, Ripple, & Peay stated that “it 

has been demonstrated that an early reading intervention program with the participation of 

parents in their child’s reading can stimulate early learning skills in children,” (as cited in Mullis, 

R., Mullis, A., Cornille, Ritchson, & Sullender, 2004, p. 28). During parent workshops, 

educators share literacy information and strategies, such as shared reading, reading aloud, 

making print materials available, and promoting positive attitudes toward literacy in the home 

(Zygouris-Coe, 2001). According to Cochran-Smith & Morrow “such practices have been found 

to have a significant effect on children’s literacy learning,” (as cited in Zygouris-Coe, 2001, p. 

7). 

Another way to improve family engagement is through family literacy programs. “The 

United States Congress defines family literacy as services provided to participants on a voluntary 

basis that are of sufficient intensity in terms of hours, and of sufficient duration, to make 

sustainable changes in a family (such as eliminating or reducing welfare dependency) and that 

integrate all of the following activities: interactive literacy activities between parents and their 

children, equipping parents to partner with their children in learning, parent literacy training that 

leads to economic self-sufficiency, and appropriate instruction for children of parents receiving 

parent literacy services,” (Zygouris-Coe, 2001, p. 5). Parker et al. stated that “it has been 

demonstrated that an early reading intervention program with the participation of parents in their 

child’s reading can stimulate early learning skills in children,” (as cited in Mullis et al, 2004, p. 



28). The National Center for Family Literacy (now the National Center for Families Learning), 

conducted a research study of seven cites participating in a family literacy program. The research 

found that not only was there a positive impact on the child’s literacy development, but also the 

parent’s literacy development as well. The study noted that as parents’ confidence and 

communication skills grew stronger, they became more involved (Levesque, 2013). This is 

important because according to Sastry and Pebley “a mother’s reading skill is the greatest 

determinant of her children’s future success,” (as cited in Levesque, 2013, p. 56). 

In conclusion, no matter the form or type of family engagement, it is clear that it 

positively impacts literacy achievement for all ages. Some of the ways family engagement 

impacts literacy include students have a faster literacy acquisition, earn higher grades and test 

scores, enroll in higher level programs, are promoted more and earn more credits, adapt better to 

school and attend more regularly, have better social skills and behavior, graduate and go on to 

higher education (Mapp, 2012). 

III. Research Design 

The purpose of my study was to measure ways that family engagement impacts student 

literacy achievement by facilitating five consecutive family workshops. As mentioned 

previously, offering parent workshops is one way to boost student achievement (Henderson & 

Mapp, 2002). The first step in my research design was to recruit families to participate. I had 

verbal commitment from five schools, but could not contact families until receiving final 

approval for my project. Upon receiving approval, I sent home informational flyers and 

permission forms to families to return if they were interested in participating in the study. The 

study was open to any family with a child in grades Preschool to 3rd grade. There were 15 



families who returned the forms and agreed to participate. However, there was only an average 

of two families in attendance at each session. For the location, I wanted to choose a convenient 

and familiar place for families. The workshops were held at a local library branch on five 

consecutive Saturday afternoons, for an hour and a half. Due to the time restraint of the project 

and approval process, I was unable to survey the families about their preferred time, days, and 

location. This may have had an impact on attendance. It must also be noted that there was no 

technology equipment in the room reserved for us at the library, so technology was unable to be 

used in the workshop curriculum. However, technology resources and information was provided 

to families throughout the workshops. 

Before planning the workshops, I needed to gather data from the families about their 

current level of family engagement and areas of strength and improvement. I also wanted to gain 

feedback about what they wanted to know more about in order to feel more confident and 

successful when helping their child. I administered a parent survey asking questions about their 

level of involvement with their child, strategies and activities they do when reading with their 

child, and their overall opinion on the importance of family engagement and their presence in 

their child’s education. I also administered a student survey to the children to inquire about their 

attitude towards reading, being read aloud to, and strategies they use when reading. From the 

information gathered, I was able to plan five workshops covering the home learning 

environment, phonological awareness, vocabulary, word attack and decoding strategies, 

comprehension, reading aloud to your child, and supporting writing at home.  

This intervention is aligned to the Common Core State Standards, which are Kentucky’s 

P-12 learning standards. The following common core standard is present for all grades: Range of 

Reading and Level of Text Complexity (reading on grade level by the end of the year). Family 



engagement is also a part of the No Child Left Behind Act and a requirement for Title I schools. 

In addition, it is the school district’s reading pledge to boost reading achievement in order to 

have all students on grade level by third grade. Increasing family engagement is one way to 

escalate student achievement and increase literacy proficiency. 

The goal of the project was to increase family engagement and demonstrate how it had a 

positive impact on student literacy achievement. The baseline data was the feedback from the 

parent and student surveys. Throughout each of the five workshops I formatively assessed the 

participants through observations, asking questions, and participating in conversations with 

them. The post data was gathered by administering another parent and student survey, which 

served as my summative assessment. The results of both the pre and post surveys were compared 

to determine if the workshops increased family engagement and positively impacted their child’s 

literacy achievement. The data aimed to show if the families were reading more at home, using 

literacy strategies, and overall feeling more confident working with their child. This research 

hoped to show a positive impact on student achievement. 

The first of the five family workshops focused on the home learning environment and 

how to provide home support for student success. In this workshop the participants identified 

ways to make their home a learning environment, examined adult-child interactions that support 

literacy development, created a learning box to organize materials their children may need for 

homework and to support literacy in the home, and were introduced to free technology resources 

to use to incorporate learning and literacy at home. The workshop began by discussing their 

children’s interests, such as things their children like to do, what they want their children to 

know, and their children’s favorite thing to do at school. This was followed by reading How 

Many Stars in the Sky? by Lenny Hort. The participants listened and shared ways that the dad 



created opportunities for learning in the story. Next, the participants created their learning boxes 

and we discussed home learning activities such as learning websites and visiting the public 

library. 

The second family workshop was about phonological awareness and alphabet knowledge. 

We focused on having fun with sounds and letters, as well as working with words. We defined 

phonological awareness and alphabet knowledge, explored building words and “sounding them 

out”, and selected books that support phonological awareness and alphabet knowledge skill 

development. I also demonstrated learning activities that families can do together at home in an 

effort to practice these skills, such as playing “I spy” using phonemic awareness and alphabet 

clues, letter tiles and letting the child complete the rhymes in books. 

The third family workshop was on vocabulary development and using new words at 

home. [The following was the plan for workshop 3. However, no families attended this session, 

so it was not completed. I needed to continue on to the following topic in order to meet all my 

goals for the five workshops.] During the workshop, I had hoped to discuss why vocabulary 

development is important to a child’s reading ability, practice strategies for developing their 

child’s vocabulary, and have a Vocabulary Parade based on the book Miss Alaineus, A 

Vocabulary Disaster by Debra Frasier. While reading, I was going to ask the participants to 

make a list of new words they heard in the story. After reading they would have chosen one of 

the words and created a poster representing the word to use in our own vocabulary parade.  

The fourth workshop focused on word attack and decoding strategies to help their child 

determine unknown words. I modeled using word attack strategies and each child started a word 

work notebook with the strategies and practice activities. I also gave a brief overview of dialogic 



reading (Whitehurst et al., 1998), which means there is dialogue and conversation while reading. 

The two acronyms to help remember the dialogic reading process are PEER (Prompt, Evaluate, 

Expand, and Repeat) and CROWD (Completion questions, Recall questions, Open-ended 

questions, Wh-questions, and Distancing questions). I also gave the participants handouts with 

examples and sample activities to do before, during, and after reading.  

The fifth workshop continued the practice with dialogic reading. I modeled the CROWD 

and PEER strategies while reading aloud The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle. After 

reading, we discussed the strategies and why they are important to their child’s oral language 

development and reading development. Using the book we also did a comprehension follow-up 

activity retelling the beginning, middle, and end of the story. The second half of the workshop 

focused on ways to support writing in the home. We discussed ways to incorporate writing over 

summer vacation, such as making post-cards describing all the places they may have visited 

while on break. During the workshop the children made a post-card about one place they would 

like to visit this summer. I concluded by thanking the participants and awarding the family who 

attended the most workshops with a gift card of appreciation.  

IV. Data Analysis 

 The goal of my research study was to measure how family engagement impacts literacy 

achievement and to increase family engagement by facilitating family workshops, which would 

result in higher student achievement. I collected both quantitative and qualitative data through 

formative and summative assessments. I used the results of the pre and post surveys, as well as 

observations and conversations to measure the outcome and success of the study. Three families 

completed the pre survey, but only one family responded to the post survey. 



 There were 15 families that volunteered to participate in the study. However, not all 

families attended workshops. Each week I sent home reminder notices to families through their 

child’s school and also called each family to remind them of the upcoming workshop. Despite 

these efforts, there was only an average of two families in attendance each weekend. 

 

It should be noted that no families attended week 3. This was interesting because I sent a 

reminder notice home through the child’s school, but did not call each family to remind them this 

week. The outcome was evidence of the importance and value of personal phone calls when 

communicating with families. One reason attendance was low may have been because of the 

dates that the workshops were offered. Week three was the Saturday at the beginning of the 

school district’s spring break and week four was the Saturday at the end of the spring break. 

Week five was on a Saturday conflicting with a large city event. The location, date, and time 

may have played a role in low attendance as well. I would have preferred to survey the families 

for their preference of location, times, and dates. However, due to the approval process and 

timeline for the project, that was not an option. After every workshop I gathered materials for the 

absent families. I dropped the materials off to the child’s school to be sent home. This allowed 
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the absent families the opportunity to get the information and hopefully, be able to benefit from 

the workshop. 

 I surveyed the parents to assess their confidence in helping their child learn. The 

confidence level did show an increase after attending the workshops. The post survey showed an 

increase in understanding how to help their child because in the pre survey there were no 

participants that strongly agreed. 

   

 I also surveyed the parents about how often they read aloud to their child and how often 

they listen to their child read every week. This also showed an increase on the post survey. The 

number of times the participant read aloud and listened to their child read went up to 4-6 times 

per week. No participants reported that high of a frequency on the pre survey. From this I infer 

that the participant now understands the importance of reading aloud and listening to their child 

read, as well as feeling more confident when doing so. 
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 There was also an increase in the use of a portion of the reading strategies at home. In the 

pre survey at least one participant responded sometimes to using each strategy. In the post 

survey, the participant responded frequently for all strategies except doing an activity based on 

the book, which the participant selected sometimes. One participant also selected rarely for that 

choice in the pre survey. There were no rarely responses in the post survey. If I were to plan 

future workshops I would use this data and plan the workshop about activities you can do at 

home based on the book you read with your child. 
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 Next, I gathered data about the types of activities the participants had done at home with 

their child throughout the past week. In the beginning I wanted to find out what they were 

already doing, so I could introduce new ideas and effective activities. After the workshops I 
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wanted to know if they were applying what they had learned in the workshops. In both surveys 

the activity completed the least was visited a public library. After noticing this, in the first 

workshop I talked about how to get a library card and check out books. I also followed up with a 

reminder at each workshop throughout the five weeks. I checked with all participants to be sure 

they had a library card and knew how to check out books. Also, in the pre survey there was one 

participant that responded he/she did not tell a story or teach new letters, words, or numbers to 

their child in the past week, however, the participant in the post survey stated he/she did do those 

activities in the past week. 
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 Overall, the quantitative data showed that the family workshops increased family 

engagement, which will help to increase literacy achievement. This was also demonstrated in the 

qualitative data I collected. I received positive feedback from the participants and they were very 

grateful to learn strategies for working with their child. Below are some of the positive 

comments from participants. 

 

V. Reflection of Study and Action Plan 

 It is known that offering parent workshops based on parent and student needs has a 

positive effect on student achievement (Henderson & Mapp, 2002). I decided to plan and 
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facilitate five family workshops in order to measure the impact of family engagement on literacy. 

I also knew that parents need to be familiar with certain literacy strategies in order to effectively 

help their child become a more proficient reader. According to Cochran-Smith & Morrow, “Such 

practices as shared reading, reading aloud, making print materials available, and promoting 

positive attitudes toward literacy in the home have been found to have a significant effect on 

children’s literacy learning,” (as cited in Zygouris-Coe, 2001, p. 7). I planned the workshop 

topics and curriculum around these suggested practices. Through my research I also found that 

literacy begins in the home (Zygouris-Coe, 2007) and parents are the first and most influential 

teacher (McCoy & Cole, 2011) throughout all the school years. From this, I knew I had to 

provide opportunities for parents to learn the needed strategies to help their child succeed in 

school. 

 Throughout my research study there were things that improved learning and things that 

hindered learning. The use of manipulatives and hands-on activities helped keep participants 

more engaged and provided more concrete examples of learning activities and strategies. Being 

at the library gave the families convenient and immediate access to resources and books.  The 

pre data showed that families were not going to the public library on a regular basis and this was 

a way to reacquaint them with the library. While I believe the location did enhance the learning, 

it may have also had a negative impact on the attendance.  

The lack of technology available hindered the learning in many ways. I had hoped to 

show the families free online resources available to them, as well as provide opportunities for 

them to explore and practice using the resources while I was there to answer questions and 

support them. I had also hoped to display information and examples of reading strategies through 

a PowerPoint presentation, as well as show a video demonstrating dialogic reading. However, I 



now know the participants would have had difficulty learning, transferring the information, and 

staying engaged due to the various ages of the children and language barriers. 

 Overall, the family workshops and research study were very effective and had a positive 

impact on student achievement. The parents in attendance seemed to feel more confident in their 

ability to help their child when they left. They displayed excitement about the workshop and 

expressed gratitude for facilitating it. Many participants expressed awareness of the fact that they 

needed to work with their child, but they did not know how. They also had many questions about 

things they were already doing, as well as, those that specifically related to their child. This 

showed me they were interested, concerned, and really wanted to make a difference in their 

child’s education.  

 I plan to continue working with three of the participating families who need further 

support. I have gathered additional community resources for them and suggested summer 

learning opportunities. They each also have my contact information should they need help or 

suggestions. For the families who did not attend the workshops, I sent home all of the 

information and resources, my contact information, and a note stating we missed seeing them at 

the workshops. For the families who attended and felt more confident about working with their 

child, I closed with thank you notes, called to follow-up after the workshop and distributed my 

contact information to them as well should they require assistance. 

 The biggest challenge I faced during my study was low-attendance. As an incentive and 

to motivate families to attend, I offered a gift card for the family who attended the most 

workshops. I also sent reminder notices home weekly through the child’s school and personally 

called each family to remind them every Friday night. The only exception was week three when I 



did not call the families. I believe this had a large impact on the zero attendance for that week. 

Another challenge was the language barrier with many of the families. I have limited experience 

in English as a second language (ESL) and most of the ESL resources I accessed were for 

Spanish. When possible I tried to keep my handouts short with simple language and tried to 

speak slowly to allow more time for the participants to process what I was saying. As I started to 

develop a relationship with the participants, they began to feel comfortable asking me to repeat 

things for them. After noticing the language barrier in the first workshop I was able to make the 

appropriate changes for future workshops and research community resources for them. I plan to 

follow-up with those families to see if they have reached out to those resources. 

 I decided to tape an early workshop, so I could watch it, reflect, and make changes to 

better my instruction for future workshops. I videotaped the second workshop on phonological 

awareness and alphabet knowledge. When watching the video, I noticed I often spoke too fast 

and sometimes too long to hold the participant’s attention. Providing frequent hands-on activities 

would have kept the participants engaged. The activities could be short and simple giving them a 

break while I was talking or they could be more in-depth practicing the concept we learned. I put 

forth a conscientious effort to be flexible in an effort to meet the participant’s needs. They often 

asked questions, sometimes specifically related to their child and I attempted to adapt the 

curriculum and activities to help them. I wanted the partakers to get the most out of the workshop 

and leave feeling more confident and better equipped to help their child. 

 In the future, when facilitating programs such as this, I will start the approval process 

earlier if possible. This workshop series allowed only ten days between when the information 

and invitation to participate went home to families and the date of the first session. It was 

difficult getting families to participate on short notice. Also, I will do my best to have materials 



available in both English and Spanish. This time, I was fortunate to obtain one handout which 

was translated to Spanish after noticing the language barrier. However, in the future, I will be 

prepared for the situation; benefiting both me and the participants. Lastly, I will host two 

separate workshops, one for early childhood and another for elementary. I offered my workshops 

to both groups combined because I wanted to increase attendance. However, the concepts and 

literacy strategies are quite different for those age groups, requiring the need to teach a more 

detailed overview to separate groups. 

 I collaborated with other professionals throughout my entire project. I was fortunate 

enough to have a retired teacher assist me at the workshops. This allowed more individualized 

assistance to be available to the participants. It was also beneficial in reflecting on the workshops 

and planning for the following session. In the beginning, I collaborated with other educators at 

my place of employment to plan the concepts covered in the workshop, as well as find resources 

that were available for me to use. In addition, a coworker translated a handout into Spanish for 

one of the families. Also, I collaborated with another educator and classmate, discussing ideas 

and receiving feedback about my workshops, as well as securing a peer review for my paper. 

Collaborating was very beneficial and definitely made the workshops more effective and 

successful. 

 I am excited to be able to share my research project and results with other professionals 

within the education community. Recently, I hosted a student conference and had the opportunity 

to share my project with a group of educators. An audience member asked me to expand on the 

most difficult part of implementing my research project. I chose to speak about the importance of 

allowing sufficient time to approve and recruit participants. Since my analysis was part of a 

research project, the approval process was fairly extensive as I was utilizing families in my study 



which mandated approval from the school district, as well as the Institutional Review Board. 

Additionally, my lack of connection to an individual school made it difficult to recruit 

participants as I was not familiar to neither faculty nor student families. The audience was also 

curious about the wide age range of children in the study. As I discussed earlier, this was not the 

ideal situation because the techniques used are different for early childhood and elementary, 

which made content delivery more difficult. However, I extended the study to include both 

groups to have more participants.  

Not long ago, I had a meeting with the professionals that I collaborated with during the 

process and reviewed how the study worked, as well as the results, my observations and how this 

will very likely impact my current field of work. I have been and will continue to be in 

communication with the participating schools and administrators and look forward to discussing 

the final results with them. I plan to relay how these workshops have impacted their school 

community, why they were beneficial and to express my gratitude to them for supporting my 

project and participating. After hearing about my workshops, a local nonprofit organization 

asked me to facilitate a similar workshop in an effort to reach out to families in need.  

 My study demonstrated how diversity impacts my teaching, as well as, the learning of my 

students. One type of diversity I faced during my project was working with English language 

learners (ELLs). In order for my teaching to be more effective and for more student learning to 

occur in the future, I will need to find materials in other languages, utilize help for translating the 

materials, and locate places that English language learners could use to gain access to resources 

in an effort to help them with the language barrier. I can also provide supplies for families 

needing additional services. I noticed that most families who participated in these workshops 



were unaware of community resources that remain both free and readily available to them. It is 

important for me to promote awareness of the opportunities available throughout the community. 

 In conclusion, I had a very positive experience with my research project. I found 

that family engagement positively impacts literacy achievement and family workshops are a 

great way to engage parents and teach them strategies for working with their child. I feel the 

families left my workshops feeling more confident and better equipped with techniques and 

activities to incorporate learning at home. This will help boost reading proficiency both now and 

in the future. 
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Introduction 

My name is Bridgette Jones and I am employed as the Youth Services Center 

Coordinator at Conway Middle School where I have served in this capacity for 14 years.  As the 

Youth Services Center Coordinator for Conway Middle School, it is my responsibility to assist 

students with any barriers to their academic achievement. These barriers may include: need of 

uniform clothing, school supply assistance, counseling referrals to outside community mental 

health agencies, or referrals to other community agencies for utility assistance or food assistance. 

During my fourteen years at Conway Middle School, I have had the opportunity to work with 

several counselors and collaborate on many programs and projects. During this time, I have 

developed my own philosophy about school counseling and K-12 students. It is my belief that all 

students have the ability to learn given the proper support and guidance from caring adults who 

persist in believing in their achievement.  

Conway Middle School is located in Southwest Jefferson County in the Pleasure Ridge 

Park area. It is a “neighborhood school” where many of its students reside in close proximity to 

the school. There are approximately 895 students enrolled and 75 teachers and staff. The racial 

make-up of Conway is 58.3% Caucasian, 35.3% African-American, 2.7% Hispanic, and 3.7% 

Other. In addition, 80.22% of the student population of Conway is on free or reduced lunch. We 

are a Title I school, which means that we receive additional federal assistance to help our 

students with instruction and other services, as well as to help increase and encourage parental 

involvement. We receive these funds due to our percentage of students on free and reduced 

lunch. However, at the present time all of the students receive free or reduced lunch due to the 

school qualifying for the Community Eligibility Program. The staff of Conway Middle School is 



made up of 51 Caucasian staff members and 8 African-American. Presently, Conway does not 

have an ESL (English as a Second Language) program.  

Some positive accomplishments of Conway Middle School are the establishment of a 

school-wide literacy program that allows students who need additional interventions in reading 

to receive instruction during the day based on their reading level. Students have the opportunity 

to receive reading interventions each day and increase their reading levels and in turn move to 

other more challenging classes as their reading level improves. Another positive accomplishment 

for Conway Middle School is the implementation last year of the PBIS (Positive Behavioral 

Interventions and Supports) program in an effort to plan and begin implementing a school-wide 

behavior plan. Finally, with the implementation of the SRT (Student Response Team), a system 

of responding to students in crisis was implemented that allowed staff to work with students and 

assist them when appropriate with learning replacement behaviors or positive behaviors enabling 

them to return to the classroom and decrease loss of instructional time. 

Problem Statement 

Current Data: In the previous year there were 303 suspensions with a total of 900 total 

suspensions, this is the total number of days that students were out of school due to suspensions. 

For the current school year there have been 262 suspensions with 684 suspension days. Although 

Conway Middle School has decreased the number of suspensions in this current year from last 

year, there are a disproportionate number of African-American students who are suspended as 

opposed to their Caucasian peers. African-American students as mentioned before, account for 

35.3% of the overall student population. There is 15.1% difference in the number of suspensions 

between African-American and Caucasian students. Specifically, 89 African-American students 



have been suspended as compared to 67 Caucasian students. This data is reflective of 

suspensions that were entered as of May 21, 2015. According to Behavior Incident Log Reports, 

which are reports that are entered into electronically by teachers and other staff in place of paper 

referrals, there have been a larger number of Behavior Incident Logs entered in the 8th grade 

particularly for African-American students. There were 34 distinct 8th grade African-American 

student suspensions and 19 Caucasian suspensions, meaning not repeated suspensions of 

particular students, 32 distinct 7th grade African-American suspensions and 19 Caucasian 

student suspension, and 24 distinct African-American 6th grade suspensions and 26 Caucasian 

student suspensions. An apparent trend, as indicated by the Behavior Incident Logs, is that these 

disruptive behaviors are occurring most frequently in the classroom.  

Target Goal and Data: 

Although the 8th grade had the highest number of suspensions, because these students 

will no longer be at Conway for the 2015-2016 school year, the 7th grade with the second 

highest number of suspensions would be the next logical choice for implementing interventions. 

As mentioned previously, 7th grade has 32 distinct suspensions of African-American students. 

Based on Counselor recommendation, I will be working with a target group of fifteen 8th grade 

students in the 2015-2016 school year with the highest number of suspensions because the 8th 

grade class of the 2014-2015 school year will no longer be at Conway Middle School. My goal is 

to decrease the number of suspensions of African-American students by 50%. 

Review of Literature 

There has been substantial research on the subject of the disproportionate rates of 

suspension of African-American students as compared to Caucasian students. There is 



considerable evidence that African-American students are suspended at higher rates than their 

Caucasian peers. Mendez and Knoff (2003) conducted an investigation of data and literature 

regarding suspensions in a west central Florida school district, a large racially diverse school 

district, in order to examine the rate of out-of-school suspensions from the 1996-1997 school 

year. An examination was done of all three grade levels and the number of out-of-school 

suspensions in order to investigate whether there were particular trends. The goal of the analysis 

of data was to examine these trends in order to assist in determining what changes needed to be 

made in discipline practices. 

In a study conducted by Mendez and Knoff, (2003), they examined the suspension trend 

in a large county in a West Central Florida school district with less than 146,000 students which 

included elementary, middle and high schools.  The investigation included looking at the 

suspension rates by gender, race and grade level of students. Their findings pointed to a greater 

number of African-American students who experienced suspension than Hispanic or Caucasian 

students. At the middle school level more suspensions were noted among African-American 

students with some of those being multiple suspensions. In fact the rates of suspension increased 

from elementary to middle school and declined at the high school level (Mendez & Knoff, 2003). 

Mendez and Knoff, (2003) indicated that this increase in suspensions in middle school must be 

considered in light of many of the developmental changes that occur during this period in 

adolescence. Many challenges occur in regard to peer pressure, making decisions and other 

identity issues.  

An important implication from this study is the need to examine and implement an action 

plan regarding the overrepresentation of African-American students who have been suspended. 

Knoff (2003) notes that students should be taught prosocial skills through developmentally 



appropriate social skills training that allow students to learn to make appropriate decisions and 

peer mediation training. These strategies give students the opportunity to take ownership and 

assume leadership roles in finding solutions to problems. Additionally, Mendez and Knoff 

(2003) point out that a school-wide preventive intervention can be effective as an alternative to 

suspension.  

In a study conducted by E.J Nocera and Whitbread (2014) and G.P. Nocera (2014), they 

examined the use of a comprehensive school-wide improvement plan at a low-performing middle 

school in Connecticut that made academic and behavioral improvement goals. This school was 

chosen for study because the participants adopted school-wide positive behavior supports as a 

part of their improvement plan. The school examined data, examined school climate and 

teaching strategies and determined that a change in daily practices was necessary. One such 

school-wide intervention program that was implemented was PBIS or SWPBS (School-Wide 

Positive Behavioral Supports), an evidenced-based alternative to the traditional punitive 

strategies that are so often implemented. Research has shown that SWPBS are effective in 

providing an alternative to reactive and punitive practices as stated by Skiba & Sprague (2008). 

Horner, Sugai and Anderson (2010) indicated that the SWPBS program is a program based on 

applied behavioral analysis, differentiated instruction and data-based decision making and 

modeled after the Response to Intervention Model and is organized into three tiers with Tier I 

interventions being for all students. Expectations for behavior are explained and systems are in 

place to encourage positive behavior. Those students who are not responding well to Tier I 

interventions, or intervention that are received by the whole school, receive Tier II interventions, 

which are more intensive, these interventions are more targeted interventions and more 

structured for students who need more targeted assistance, and Tier III were designed for those 



students who did not respond to Tiers I and II and needed more individualized supports (Nocera, 

Whitbread & Nocera 2014).  

As mentioned previously, a low performing middle school in Connecticut implemented 

this program successfully to improve academic and behavior. The study focused on 75 7th and 

75 8th grade students from years 2007-2008 and 2009-2010 and the principal, assistant principal 

and four teachers. Qualitative data was pulled from these participants regarding the school 

improvements that were made; additionally, quantitative data was pulled from the school climate 

surveys (Nocera, Whitbread & Nocera 2014). They examined in their study the systematic 

approach that was used to make the necessary changes to school climate, curriculum and 

instruction, professional development on strategies for positive interactions with students and the 

involvement of parents and families. A specific intervention, SWPBS involved supporting 

students at various levels of need, as mentioned before. One intervention was done at the entire 

school level, involved rewarding students through a positive reward system. This reward system 

involved students earning certificates for prosocial behavior in exchange for rewards. The goal 

was to reward desirable behavior as it related to school expectations. The P.R.I.D.E cards were 

given to any teacher to give to students when they displayed P.R.I.D.E or Pride, Respect, 

Integrity, Determination, or Excellence (Nocera, Whitbread & Nocera, 2014). They sought out 

opportunities to catch students doing “exceptional displays of positive and responsible behavior” 

and gave them a reward. Teachers found that focusing on the positive behaviors of students was 

powerful and encouraging. Teacher reports also indicated that the students loved getting the 

recognition and that it changed their behavior. Additionally, another aspect of the program was 

to promote family involvement by sending the P.R.I.D.E cards home with the student while the 

other portion went into a bucket for a school-wide reward (Nocera, Whitbread & Nocera, 2014). 



As a result of the interventions and evaluations of improvements (i.e. teacher professional 

development, school climate changes, increased involvement of parents and families), that were 

needed and implemented at the middle school, the total number of office referrals over a period 

of three years declined by 36% with the total number of suspensions declining by 39%. Although 

there was a decrease in the number of suspensions of African-American and Hispanic students, 

there was still room for improvement and the numbers still reflected a disproportionate number 

that the school had as its goal for continued improvement (Nocera, Whitbread & Nocera, 2014). 

Also, in another study, Tobin and Vincent (2011) studied changes in the disproportionate 

exclusion of African-American students as a result of the implementation of School-wide 

Positive Behavior Supports using information from 46 schools. Nelson, Sprague, Jolivette , 

Smith and Tobin (2009) point out that this preventive approach focuses on positive interactions 

with students regardless of race or ethnicity. In their study, they examined the strategies of 

SWPBS that may be associated with decreases in exclusionary practices for African-Americans 

(Tobin & Vincent, 2011). The results revealed that to address the problem, the research 

recommended that implementing behavioral supports at the school-wide and classroom level, 

consistently establishing classroom procedures and high expectations and praising appropriate 

behavior was essential and yielded the greatest results in decreasing problematic behavior (Tobin 

& Vincent, 2011). 

Finally, Osher et al (2007) shared information providing best practices for promoting 

social, emotional and academic growth. In their overview they give information about PBS or 

PBIS and how it can be included in connection with Social Emotional Learning. Their discussion 

of both is also linked to how schools can be successful with a positive school culture. In the 



chapter, Osher et al (2007) reiterate that the number of positive interactions between and among 

students and adults in the building shapes school culture.   

One tool in assisting students with learning skills in regulating their emotions and 

behavior is Social-Emotional Programming. SEL programming is multi-year programming that 

provides adult modeling and coaching and allows students to learn how to manage emotions, 

gain awareness of self and learn decision-making skills. Osher, et al (2007) shared an analysis of 

SEL interventions and found that improvements in understanding the consequences of behavior 

improved, coping with middle school stressors, a greater effort to achieve, and fewer suspensions 

to name a few improvements were evident. One particular SEL intervention, Second Steps, is a 

violence prevention program. It is an elementary and middle school program with lessons that 

focus on empathy, impulse control, problem solving, anger management and conflict resolution 

(Walker, Horner, Sugai, Bullis, Sprague, Bricker & Kaufman ,1996).    

The program is designed for students to learn skills that focus on modeling, problem 

solving and discussion. Studies conducted by the Committee for Children of the Second Step 

Program indicated that students demonstrated high levels of skill over students in a control group 

of students exposed to hypothetical conflict situations (as cited by Horner et. al 1996). 

Additionally, the program could also be utilized to work with more severe students who need 

additional interventions. Osher et al (2007) mentions that when schools integrate SEL and 

SWPBS there is a decrease in aggression and a more positive school climate where positive 

interactions occur between students and staff.  

Finally, another means to build positive relationships with students is the Check and 

Connect Program. The Check and Connect Program is an intervention that promotes student 



engagement with school through relationship-building with a staff member (Anderson, 

Christenson, Sinclair and Lehr, 2004). Anderson et al (2004) conducted a study to examine this 

program to see if the quality and closeness between student and intervention staff was associated 

with improved engagement in school. The results showed that closer and higher quality 

relationships improved a students’ engagement in school.  The program focuses on students who 

have disengaged from school and have demonstrated problematic behaviors. The Check and 

Connect model was initially implemented with students with learning disabilities and behavioral 

disorders.  Students met with a monitor or adult mentor daily to discuss attendance, behaviors, 

and academic progress. Additionally, the monitor meets with the student’s family as well. The 

goal is to ultimately prevent students from dropping out of school and decreasing problematic 

behaviors. Students who are not at school or disengaged are not able to build positive 

relationships with adults and peers. Those who have been found to participate in the program 

have shown improved student attendance and academic engagement (Anderson, et al. 2004).  

Each of the programs discussed builds on the need for adults and students to engage in positive 

interactions with each other. They encourage learning skills that will enable students to learn 

through modeling positive behaviors.  The Check and Connect Program and the positive reward 

system of PBIS that allows teachers to reward students, who are exhibiting positive behaviors, 

create an atmosphere where student and adult interaction is positive.  Also, with social emotional 

programs such as Second Steps, students learn how to manage their behaviors through positive 

interaction with adults. However, each of these programs differs in their approach as far as the 

level of interaction with adults. The Check and Connect program is an intervention that allows 

for more frequent contact with students and gives the adult mentor more opportunity to work 



with students on areas of struggle.  Other programs such as Second Steps and PBIS do not offer 

the level of interaction with adults as the Check and Connect Program. 

One possibility for future research would be solely the investigation of the Check and 

Connect Program and its impact on the suspension rate of African-American students. This is 

information would provide information on whether a more intense level of intervention is 

necessary to make an impact on the suspension rate. 
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Abstract 

Traditionally ownership of law firms in the U.S. has been limited to licensed attorneys who are 

partners or employees of the firm. Times and conditions in the industry have changed 

significantly over the past thirty years as a result of advances in technology and globalization. 

Unfortunately the legal industry has failed to change and is currently restricted from raising 

sufficient capital to stay competitive in a global economy. The lack of change, along with the 

inability to raise capital has left the U.S. legal industry at a competitive disadvantage in a now-

global market. Countless countries around the globe are adopting new regulations that offer law 

firms new ways to raise capital through outside ownership. It is time for the United States legal 

industry to embrace change and give the legal industry what it needs to stay competitive, a new 

way to raise capital. 

Introduction 

In 1980 the United States had just fewer than fifteen thousand operating banks. Today 

the United States has less than seven thousand banks currently in operation1. Over the past 

thirty years the United States has experienced immense change within the financial service 

industry. This is just one example of the many industries that have undergone radical change 

over the past thirty years. Many industries have undergone significant change in order to 

compete in a constantly changing business climate that has been fueled by advances in 

technology and globalization. 

In order for companies to compete in these constantly changing industries raising 

capital is critical for a company’s success. A company generally has two separate weapons at 

their disposal to raise capital. First, a company can obtain capital in the form of debt either 

                                                           
1 https://www.fdic.gov/bank/analytical/banking/2006jan/article2/article2.pdf 

http://www.fdic.gov/bank/analytical/banking/2006jan/article2/article2.pdf
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through the issuance of bonds or through traditional loans. The second option a company has 

to raise capital is to issue shares of stock generally through an IPO. 

An initial Public Offering can be defined as the first sale of stock by a private company to the 

public2. A firm’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is simply the overall cost a 

company pays to obtain capital. It is a function of both the cost of debt and the cost of stock 

issuance or (equity). Companies generally can lower their WACC by utilizing both 

forms to raise capital. Depending on the company and the industry different weights of debt 

and equity can be utilized to obtain the lowest WACC for an individual company3. 

The legal industry is not exempt from the constantly changing business climate that has 

been fueled by advances in technology and globalization over the past thirty years. The legal 

industry has undergone significant changes similar to those in other industries. However, firms 

within the legal industry are currently restricted from raising capital from outside ownership. 

In fact a firm’s ability to raise capital has remained somewhat stagnate over this period of 

immense change. Unfortunately the demands on firms within the legal industry have increased 

due to the changing business environment. As such firms within the legal industry need to 

obtain fresh and more efficient ways to raise large amounts of capital. 

Do the restrictions currently set in place by the American Bar Association (ABA) 

banning outside ownership put law firms at a disadvantage in a constantly changing business 

climate? In the following pages we will explore the history of the ABA and the reasoning 

behind the current restrictions placed on law firms. Upon reviewing the history of the ABA we 

will discuss the changing environment of the legal industry both domestically and 

internationally. Upon discussion of the changing legal environment we will conclude with 

                                                           
2http://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/IPO 
3http://www.investopedia.com/terms/w/wacc.asp 

http://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/IPO
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/w/wacc.asp
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where we must go from here. 

American Bar Association (ABA) 

The ABA was founded in 1878. The goal of the ABA set forth by its first constitution 

was to advance the science of jurisprudence, to promote the administration of justice, and 

introduce uniformity of legislation throughout the country. Today the ABA serves four main 

goals; serving members, improving the legal profession, eliminating biases and enhancing 

diversity, and advancing the rule of law. In an effort to maintain 

such goals the ABA has set forth countless regulation including Rule 5.4, which places a ban 

on outside ownership within the legal industry4. 

Rule 5.4 Professional Independence of a Lawyer 

According to the ABA a lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a non- 

lawyer. ABA Rule 5.4 states that, “a lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a non-

lawyer and shall not form a partnership with a non-lawyer if any of the activities of the 

partnership consist of the practice of law.”5 

It is important to note that the ABA is a voluntary organization, and as such, it does not 

hold government authority. However, Rule 5.4 set forth by the ABA has been adopted by all 

state bar associations at some level within their disciplinary rules. So although the ABA holds 

no government authority state bar associations can properly discipline law professionals 

accordingly. 

The restrictions listed above in accordance to Rule 5.4 have been justified in order to 

                                                           
4http://www.americanbar.org/about_the_aba/aba-mission-goals.html 
5http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_prof 

essional_conduct/rule_5_4_professional_independence_of_a_lawyer.html 

http://www.americanbar.org/about_the_aba/aba-mission-goals.html
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_prof
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preserve a high level of professionalism in the legal profession. Lawyers are held to the 

highest level of professionalism to the clients in which they serve. This high level of 

professionalism includes attorney-client privilege. Rule 5.4 restricts lawyers in attempt to 

eliminate potential conflicts of interest that may in fact pressure lawyers in breaching ethical 

guidelines set forth by the state bar association. 

The D.C. Exception of Rule 5.4 

Although all 50 states have a ban that prevents non-lawyer ownership within law firms 

there is one exception to this rule. District of Columbia permits non-lawyer ownership on a 

restricted basis. District of Columbia Rule 5.4(b) permits lawyers to practice law in a 

partnership in which a financial interest is held by an individual non- lawyer. This exception to 

the rule was adopted in 1991 but not without significant safeguards to ensure the purpose of 

Rule 5.4, which covers the independence of lawyers6. 

ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 

In 2011 the ABA was asked to conduct a study to show how the model rules of 

professional conduct might need to be amended as a result of the constant changes in 

technology and globalization. The commission was concerned with three principles during the 

study; protecting the public, preserving core professional values, and maintaining an 

independent profession. Unfortunately the committee ultimately decided against 

recommendation of any changes to Rule 5.47. 

 

                                                           
6http://www.zuckerman.com/media/publication/440_BNA_ABA%20Formal%20Opinion%20464_

M ason-Cotton_121813.pdf 
7http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/ethics_2020/20121112_ethics_20_ 

20_overarching_report_final_with_disclaimer.authcheckdam.pdf 

http://www.zuckerman.com/media/publication/440_BNA_ABA%20Formal%20Opinion%20464_M
http://www.zuckerman.com/media/publication/440_BNA_ABA%20Formal%20Opinion%20464_M
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/ethics_2020/20121112_ethics_20_
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The Evolving Legal Industry 

Over the years the legal industry has evolved as much as any other industry. Many 

factors have led to the evolution of the legal industry such as advances in technology, major 

shifts in billing policies, and globalization. Ultimately these changes to the legal industry 

require firms to raise more capital to remain competitive. Unfortunately, the legal industry is 

still restricted by Rule 5.4 which restricts law firms 

from raising capital through outside owners. Let us take a moment to take a look at costly 

factors that have played a large role in the evolution of the legal industry8. 

Technology 

Information technology is constantly and rapidly expanding across all types of 

industries. The legal industry is not immune from such rapid expansion. The rapid expansion 

of information technology can help law firms find gains in efficiency. In fact, the legal 

industry can use innovative technology to eliminate time-consuming tedious processes. One 

example is the use of E-discovery within the legal industry. E-discovery 

refers to any process in which electronic data is sought, located, and secured with the intent of 

using it as evidence in a civil or criminal legal case9. Many other facets of the legal industry 

can be improved through other forms of technology to improve the overall efficiency of a 

firm10. 

Technology ultimately helps law firms improve efficiency and eliminate many tedious 
                                                           
8http://www.reinhartlaw.com/services/buslaw/corpgovern/documents/art1111%20te.pdf 

 
9http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/electronic-discovery 
10http://www.americanbar.org/news/abanews/aba-news- 

archives/2014/05/10_technology_trends.html 

 

http://www.reinhartlaw.com/services/buslaw/corpgovern/documents/art1111%20te.pdf
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tasks as previously discussed. However, the improvements in technology also present a great 

deal of problems for the legal industry. First, technology is very expensive meaning it is very 

capital intensive. Many smaller law firms have trouble raising the substantial capital required 

to purchase the technology. In addition to the capital requirement, technology is rapidly 

evolving. Technology purchased today may be quickly replaced by superior technology. Other 

cost considerations must be considered such as training for employees, proper cyber security 

on sensitive information, and IT specialists to maintain current systems. All of these costs 

associated around technology require a large amount of capital that many law firms cannot 

obtain. 

Major Shifts in Billing Policies 

The rapid expansion of information technology along with the globalization of the 

legal industry has led to a shift in billing policies among law firms. Traditionally law firms 

have implemented and charged clients through billable hours. Simply put, clients were 

charged by the hour for the legal services provided11. 

Fortunately law firms have started to shift away from billable hours and more law 

firms are implementing a new system of value billing. A value billing system allows firms to 

charge clients for the value of the work instead of charging clients based on the hours required 

to complete the work. A value billing system is more efficient and incentivizes firms to gain 

efficiency and decrease hours spent on projects. Ultimately firms will be forced to use costly 

technology to gain efficiencies and stay competitive. Once again the shift from billable hours 

to a value billing system will demand costly increases in efficiency which will once again 

                                                           
11http://www.law.yale.edu/studentlife/cdoadvice_truthaboutthebillablehour.htm 
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require large amounts of capital for successful implementation12. 

 

Globalization 

It is no secret that businesses have witnessed an evolving global economy as a result of 

globalization. Once again the legal industry is not immune from globalization and the legal 

industry must find ways to compete within a global market. Many technological advances 

have allowed many individuals and businesses to obtain legal advice on more simple matters 

from around the globe13. 

The most recent recession in 2008 ultimately forced companies to look for more cost 

effective legal alternatives. This, in turn, forced the legal industry to improve efficiency, lower 

cost, and identify comparative advantages. Some power has shifted from lawyers to clients, 

similar to a how supply/demand controls the market price in a traditional business model. The 

resulting shift of power is what has forced law firms to improve efficiency, lower cost, and 

identify comparative advantages in order to retain current clients. If law firms do not find 

ways to improve efficiency, lower costs, and identity comparative advantages, they risk losing 

business to a more global legal market14. 

 

The Global Legal Industry 

In essence, globalization within the legal industry has forced a great deal of changes 

upon law firms operating within the United States. Unfortunately, U.S. law firms are restricted 

                                                           
12http://www.law.yale.edu/studentlife/cdoadvice_truthaboutthebillablehour.htm 
13https://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/centers-institutes/legal- 

profession/documents/upload/Conference-Papers-Add-Material-ClientRevolution.pdf 
14Ibid 

http://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/centers-institutes/legal-
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in their ability to raise capital outside of what partners can provide. Looking ahead we must 

realize the legal industry within the United States will face more pressure from globalization 

as both the United Kingdom and Australia now allow law firms to raise capital through outside 

ownership. 

Australia: The Legal Profession Act of 2004 

Australia passed the Legal Profession Act of 2004, which set a new homogenous 

framework for the incorporation of law firms. The Legal Profession Act would eventually 

allow a major law firm, Slater & Gordon, to go public in 2007 thus becoming the first 

publicly-traded law firm. The Legal Profession Act was highly influenced by competition to 

the legal industry within Australia. In fact, many argued that to flourish in a globalized 

economy Australia would in fact have to attract capital. The Legal Profession Act provides law 

firms the same advantages realized by traditional businesses15. 

United Kingdom: Legal Services Act 

In 2007 the United Kingdom passed the Legal Service Act which was aimed at 

regulating and liberalizing the legal market within the United Kingdom. The Legal Service 

Act allows alternative business structures with non-lawyers in professional, management, and 

ownership roles. The Legal Service Act was thought to increase efficiency, innovation, and 

competition within the legal industry16. Recently in 2015 Gateley of the United Kingdom 

announced its intentions to go public to raise ten million pounds17. 

                                                           
15http://hosted.law.wisc.edu/lawreview/issues/2009_1/3_-_petzold.pdf 
16http://www.americanbar.org/publications/law_practice_home/law_practice_archive/lpm_maga

zine_articles_v34_is5_pg35.html 
17http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/gateley_is_poised_to_become_first_uk_law_firm_to_go_

pu blic_hopes_to_raise_1/ 

http://hosted.law.wisc.edu/lawreview/issues/2009_1/3_-_petzold.pdf
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Where to Go From Here 

The United States legal industry is in need of a major overhaul to Rule 5.4 the 

Professional Independence of a Lawyer. Australia and the United Kingdom both have 

recognized the United States legal industry’s outdated system. The ABA has even recognized 

the potential need for change to this outlandish system. The ABA commission in charge of 

reviewing possible changes in 2011 was concerned with three objectives; protecting the 

public, preserving core values, and maintaining an independent profession18. 

The commission’s conclusion not to recommend changes could in fact negatively 

impact all three areas in which it set to protect initially. First, protecting the public involves 

protecting both clients and investors alike. Clients are losing out because an increase in the 

ability for firms to gain capital could in fact decrease prices leading more firms to compete on 

the value billing system. Investors are also losing out because they are being deprived of 

possible attractive investment opportunities within the market19. 

Second, preserving core values of the legal profession balance around the lawyer’s 

responsibility he has to serve the client such as undivided loyalty, confidentiality, and avoiding 

conflicts of interest. Preserving core values may in fact become compromised as a result of the 

restrictions set in place currently to protect those core values. As lawyers become more 

restricted financially as a result from competing globally with insufficient capital it could put a 

level of financial pressure on lawyers that has never been experienced. Pressure such as 

financial pressure is one element of the fraud triangle (A fraud triangle can be defined as a 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
18http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/ethics_2020/20121112_ethics_20_ 
19http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4527&context=flr 

 

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/ethics_2020/20121112_ethics_20_
http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4527&amp;context=flr
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framework designed to explain workplace fraud)20. Ultimately, an increase in financial 

pressure could result in more fraudulent behavior in the legal industry thus compromising the 

core values. 

The last objective was concerned with maintaining an independent legal industry. 

Removing this stipulation governing the legal industry brings about two ethical dilemmas. 

First, outside owners are not bound by the same ethical standards as lawyers which could 

jeopardize the client’s best interest. Secondly, layers reporting to equity holders may be bound 

to a higher duty and compelled to advance the interest of equity holders over clients. Although 

these concerns must be taken into consideration they have little merit and fail to consider the 

harmful effects to clients. Clients have the ability to choose from whom they obtain legal 

counsel. This in turn restricts a firm to make decisions in the best interest of the client 

regardless of the overall ownership structure. If a company continuously fails to adhere to high 

ethical standards they will be forced out of business as customers find alternative legal 

counsel. In addition restricting ownership does not allow law firms to gain efficiency by 

raising much needed capital and to work with professionals from diverse backgrounds in other 

industries that could in turn supplement the level of service provided to clients. Ultimately the 

clients will lose out by paying higher prices for legal services that fail to maximize the best 

level of service21. 

The legal industry must recognize it is possible to accomplish both protecting its stated 

objectives while removing Rule 5.4, thus allowing firms to gain new ways to access capital. 

For an example, examine the financial industry. Financial service institutions are allowed to 

                                                           
20http://www.acfe.com/fraud-triangle.aspx 
21http://www.law21.ca/2014/11/law-firm-ownership-lawyer-independence/ 
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raise equity through outside ownership. Financial service institutions are bound by countless 

regulations in order to protect consumers such as; the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Truth in 

Lending Act, Expected Funds Availability Act, and most recently the Dodd Frank Act. In 

addition financial service institutions are bound by the Securities Act of 1933, Investment 

Advisers Act of 1940, and Sarbanes Oxley all of which protect investors22. By carefully 

regulating the financial service industry, banks have been able to raise capital from outside 

investors while upholding to strict ethical standards that protect the clients in which they 

serve. The legal industry is in fact no different on a basic fundamental level. The legal industry 

could in fact create regulation to protect clients and investors that would allow law firms to 

raise the capital necessary to compete in the changing global environment. It is time for the 

ABA to amend Rule 5.4 and implement new regulations that will better serve the needs of 

law firms, clients, and investors alike23. 

Conclusion 

Times have changed significantly over the past thirty years. Unfortunately the legal 

industry has not evolved with the times. The lack of change has left the United States legal 

industry at a competitive disadvantage in a global economy that now faces immense 

competition from around the world. Countless countries around the world are adopting new 

regulations that will allow firms within the legal industry new ways to raise capital through 

outside ownership. Unfortunately the ABA has yet to implement any changes to the United 

States legal industry leaving the legal industry at a severe disadvantage. It is time for the 

United States legal industry to embrace change and give the legal industry what it needs to stay 

                                                           
22http://www.federalreserve.gov/bankinforeg/reglisting.htm 
23Ibid 
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completive, a new way to raise capital. 
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Cultural Issues in Refugee Resettlement 

There have always been ethnic groups and nations around the world with wide-ranging 

cultural norms. With advancing technology, people from across the world now interact through 

commerce, travel, and immigration. The result of this interaction is leading to the creation of a 

global society. Living in a global society has many benefits regarding national economies, 

scientific advancements, and agricultural commodities; however it poses challenges regarding 

accepting cultural differences. When kept in the context of international travel and commerce, 

individual tourists and businessmen accept cultural diversity as part of their desired interaction. 

However, when conflicting cultural norms are brought within a nation‟s borders, cultural conflict 

is inevitable. Refugee immigration is a prime example of this. 

We see great challenges in the acceptance of refugee resettlement into Western nations. 

Refugee immigration is a complex issue to start with, and is complicated further when the daily 

news cycle highlights another refugee boat sinking or a politician‟s anti-refugee election speech. 

Still I believe citizens want to accept different cultures into their homeland; however conflict 

occurs when the immigrants‟ cultural values contradict the values of the society. While ideally 

refugees would be accepted into their hosting society through a mutual cultural integration, the 

reality is that successful refugee resettlement requires cultural assimilation to the host country's 

societal norms. This cultural assimilation is accomplished through a clearly defined expectation 

of both involved groups; specifically, the native citizens must respect that refugees will desire to 

maintain some inherent non-illegal cultural norms, and immigrants must accept that any cultural 

norm that conflicts with the foundational cultural values and laws of their host nation must be 

relinquished. This balance can be achieved through applying an interdisciplinary perspective that 

includes the three basic approaches; social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences.



Cultural Integration vs Cultural Assimilation 

Western societies place a high emphasis on personal liberty and beliefs, and seek to allow 

newly settled refugees to maintain their personal cultural identity while interacting with the 

society through social and economic activities. This idea will be termed „cultural integration;‟ 

integration is formally defined as “to bring together or incorporate parts into a whole” 

(Dictionary.com). This Western philosophy of integration idealizes that each individual‟s culture 

becomes a part of the society where that individual is resettled, and that society is made better 

when individual cultures are able to maintain their uniqueness within the whole. While this 

Western philosophy of cultural integration is noble, the practice creates considerable conflict 

between native citizens and immigrants.  

Another approach is to expect host countries to accept the cultural norms and values of 

immigrants only when those values do not supersede the current cultural norms and foundational 

ideals that the country‟s laws are built on. This immigration philosophy puts the emphasis on the 

immigrants to respect the foundational values of the host country, learn the language, and obey 

the laws even when it conflicts with their own cultural norms. This philosophy will be termed 

„cultural assimilation‟; assimilation is formally defined as “to bring into conformity with the 

customs, attitudes, etc., of a group, nation, or the like” (Dictionary.com). 

The majority of the world‟s refugee population lives in Africa and the Middle-East; 85% 

according to the NY Times publication The Flight of Refugees Around the Globe (2015). While 

many refugees who flee their home country end up in neighboring countries, many millions 

make the hazardous journey as asylum seekers to Western nations in hopes of resettlement. 

According to above mentioned NY Times article, the “The United States and France, some of the 



top hosts of refugees in the developed world, have the greatest variety of refugees and asylum-

seekers by country of origin.” This variety of refugees in western nations, results in vast cultural 

differences in regards to individual liberties, religion, and gender equality. Many refugees hold 

ideals that are directly contradictory to the values hosting countries hold foundational.  

An example of the vast cultural differences between refugee-source and refugee-hosting 

countries can be seen in Aljazeera.com‟s article titled “Afghanistan „Most Dangerous Place for 

Women”. Afghanistan has little cultural stigma against polygamy, child-brides, female genital 

mutilation, slavery or life-long indentured servitude, and honor killings. Deprived of even a basic 

education, many Afghani women have foundational beliefs that they are second-hand citizens 

who do not have the right to vote, drive, or even leave the home without a male chaperone. 

These cultural norms, while socially unacceptable and sometimes illegal in most Western nations 

that are hosting refugees, are nonetheless held very strongly by those refugees and sincerely 

believed and promoted within their cultures. Organizations, such as EqualityNow, have been 

founded to address violence and discrimination against women and girls around the world. 

EqualityNow‟s focus includes discrimination in law, sexual violence, female genital mutilation 

(FGM) and trafficking. Trying to integrate a foundational value like FGM is impossible in the 

United States because not only does it directly conflict with the societal values of Americans, as 

represented by EqualityNow, but it is also illegal. Instead of cultural integration where all 

cultural norms are accepted, cultural assimilation must occur. 

Cultural assimilation of generations of immigrants is the catalyst through which most 

modern Western societies have grown. According to Ancestry.com, in the first decade of the 

1900s, 9.2 million economic migrants and refugees sought a better future for themselves by 

relocating to Western nations. The decades of precedence set by this success is straightforward: 



newcomers‟ cultural norms were welcomed as long as they did not conflict with the current 

cultural values of the host country; or more simply stated, cultural assimilation was required. 

Immigrants were encouraged to forget their cultural norms entirely, subscribing to the theory that 

a „melting pot‟ required uniformity to the existing cultural establishment.  

According to the Migration World Magazine article, “Conflicts of American Immigrants: 

Assimilate or Retain Ethnic Identity”, the author explains that “During the early part of the 

twentieth century, immigrants from all over the world were expected to assimilate „as quickly as 

possible‟ into the American mainstream.” This demonstrates how the United States philosophy 

towards immigration has changed in the past century. Additionally, the article states that “Ethnic 

groups were encouraged to forget its language, religious practices, dietary and eating habits, 

customs, values, and norms.” Those cultural norms that were accepted were often reduced to 

Westernized patinas on existing cultural areas such as ethnically oriented fast-food restaurants or 

different forms of music and art. Others became regional celebrations, like St. Patrick‟s Day in 

Chicago or Chinese New Year in San Francisco. Unfortunately this trivialized or even mocked 

those immigrants‟ cultures and made America‟s and Europe‟s historical approach to immigration 

appear incredibly intolerant. Now living in a global society, we need to learn to respect other 

individual‟s customs, values, and norms. However, when those customs, values, and norms 

conflict with the laws of the host country, the country cannot ignore the conflict and allow the 

behavior to exist because consistency in the judicial system, which is based on the nations 

values, must take precedence. 

 



An example of where cultural integration failed can be seen in the decades-long 

immigrant unrest that is occurring in Paris, France. The “Banlieues” are poverty stricken suburbs 

surrounding Paris that are filled with African immigrants and their descendants who never 

successfully integrated into French society. According to The Challenge of French Diversity 

(2004) article published in the Migration Policy Institute Journal, these immigrants came to Paris 

during the post-World War II rebuilding period where France allowed wide open resettlement of 

anyone who came from countries that were previous French colonies. One of the government‟s 

goals was to repopulate the French working class with low cost laborers that were already 

familiar with French society. Additionally, the French intended to lead all peoples, both natives 

and immigrants, to mutual cultural understanding and a stronger future through integration. 

However, the implementation failed to achieve the desired goals and created decades of 

subsequent problems.  

While that first generation of French immigrants definitely did contribute to the 

rebuilding of war-torn France, the expected self-motivated cultural integration broadly failed. 

When the immigrants were settled into high-density housing projects surrounding Paris, 

subsequent cultural clashes with non-immigrant residents caused those French inhabitants to 

move out, creating non-integrated populations who even in that first generation did not attempt 

to integrate by learning the French language or cultural values. Over the following decades 

France saw governmental labor law changes that impacted immigrant employment, causing a 

cascading financial impact on education, community services, and infrastructure repair in the 

Banlieues. According to a New York Times article, titled the Battle Over the Banlieues (2007), 

today the third immigrant generations of these immigrants face 40-50% unemployment and 

ghetto-like living conditions with almost no hope of escape. The second and third generation 



immigrants now actively resist integration because they feel isolated and racially persecuted, and 

so instead of seeking to bridge the cultural gap they choose to retrench into cultural roots and rail 

against the injustice of their host country. Under such emotional, economic, and psychological 

pressure, youth resort to community wide riots, or even domestic terrorism, as recourse. 

An example of where cultural assimilation succeeded is during the United States‟ greatest 

immigration wave in the early 1900s. Families from across the world came to resettle in America 

in search of a better life and the “American Dream”, a phrase coined by James Adams in his 

book The Epic of America (1931). However, the “American Dream” did not come without cost 

as United States immigration expectations were for the immigrants to culturally assimilate. For 

example, it was routine for officials to change immigrants‟ names to Americanized equivalents 

as soon as they arrived at Ellis Island. While many immigrants did settle into culturally similar 

neighborhoods, such as Little China in San Francisco or Little Italy in New York City, economic 

necessity prevented cultural seclusion and heavily encouraged learning English. Imported 

cultural norms that were contrary to American ideals were stigmatized or outlawed, and 

community enforcement of assimilation was commonplace. This process had many 

complications and was often a significant burden on individual immigrants though dealing with 

cultural isolation, loss of cultural uniqueness, and even systematic discrimination from 

government and judicial entities. However, over the generations most immigrant populations 

have blended into the American melting pot and America has ultimately flourished with a 

primarily immigrant population. 

Both examples demonstrate ways that nations have received immigrants. Whether for 

economic, political or for personal reasons, these nations demonstrate that there is a desire to 

build a global community. I believe that inherently Americans want to help other people; we 



want to build community, and that doing so is mutually beneficial. Regarding immigration, 

Western societies offer refugees opportunities for a better life. Yet Westerners struggle with 

immigration when the foundational values of immigrant cultures legally contradict their society. 

Society needs its‟ core set of values; the laws of countries are based on those values. Immigrants 

who choose to follow the aspects of their culture that conflict with the laws of the host nation 

will face persecution and social ostracizing no matter how strongly they hold those beliefs. 

However, individuals should be able to continue customs that do not conflict with host nations‟ 

laws. The citizens of host nations must understand that living in a global community involves 

learning to accept diversity and develop cultural awareness. The responsibility of accepting 

nation‟s cultural norms does not fall solely on the immigrant, but citizens should accept different 

values that do not contradict their culture and laws. 

This struggle with cultural diversity can be seen in Warren St John‟s book Outcasts 

United (2009). Many citizens in Clarkston, GA were often at odds with the immigrants that were 

being resettled in their city. Some felt that the refugees were using community resources and 

were not contributing to the city. Other residents simply did not want change and as a result 

made no effort to try to understand the refugees. Conversely, the refugees were working to adjust 

to life in the United States by learning the laws and customs, learning English, and adopting an 

American lifestyle. In this situation, the author presented the Clarkston refugees as trying to 

assimilate to American culture, however many native residents were not working toward 

developing a global community and had no interest in cultural diversity.  

There are many schools of thought on accepting diversity and developing cultural 

acceptance. Each perspective, social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences, plays a valuable 

role for both the immigrant and citizen to create mutual understanding. Each helps refugees 



assimilate into a host nation‟s cultures, or assists citizens to accept the changes required for 

global communities. By exploring the different perspectives and approaches to the refugee issue, 

it is possible to demonstrate that each one plays an important role in understanding the 

experiences of refugees and their cultures. I believe the perspective of interdisciplinarity is 

needed to develop cultural awareness, and includes aspects of humanities, social science, and 

natural science. 

Approaches to Successful Refugee Resettlement 

Viewing cultural diversity and the refugee crisis through the lens of humanities, which 

includes arts and literature, allows citizens and refugees to understand experiences by 

intellectually connecting to stories and images. Citizens of host nations need to have an 

understanding of the circumstances that led to refugees fleeing from their homeland, and 

empathy for the crisis that they face. According to Northup Frye (1964), using our imagination to 

turn abstract ideas into potential realities in our mind will allow us to experience the refugees‟ 

circumstances. Connecting to stories and images is how a host nation gains perspective on 

refugees, and understands their decisions and values. 

The poem titled Home (2013) written by Kenyan-born Somali poet Warsan Shire is a good 

example of experiencing that perspective. She artfully creates violent and tumultuous imagery of 

a refugees‟ homeland, the unthinkable choices refugees must make, the hard conditions 

experienced in refugee camps, and the discrimination found in resettlement locations. Her poetry 

evokes emotions that urge the reader to feel for the plight of refugees; encouraging Westerners to 

do more to help in this crisis. Verses like “no one leaves home unless home is the mouth of a 

shark” or "no one puts their children in a boat unless the water is safer than the land" evoke 



images that urge readers to understand. Her poetry allows individuals, including myself, to 

personally relate to refugees when we normally would not, developing a cultural awareness. 

This humanities based approach connects the reader to the refugees and is consistently used 

in human interest stories in US newspapers. A study completed in the Journal of Refugee Studies 

(2010) examines how refugees are portrayed in human interest stories in the top US newspapers 

in 2008-2009. This study identified three prevalent themes in the articles reviewed: refugees as 

prior victims, refugees seeking the “American Dream”, and refugees as being unable to attain the 

“American Dream”. Accurate or not, these articles are effective in eliciting concern and empathy 

from Americans to the issues that refugees face. These human interest stories demonstrate that a 

humanities perspective is an effective way to elicit change and encourage cultural awareness. 

 While the humanities perspective is valuable in providing experiences to give us the 

ability to personally relate to others when we normally would not, these experiences can be 

abstract. The social science perspective can provide more concrete examples of the issues and 

personal experiences, and the ability to understand the experiences in the context of what is 

going on in society. According to C. Wright Mills (1959), there is a distinction between the 

troubles that individuals face in their immediate experiences and the public issues that face 

society. Applying this concept to refugees, the issues they face are troubles, but the realities of 

the homeland present them with crises.  

As Americans we can understand the crises that refugees face in the context of the 

societies of their homeland and often the neighboring refugee camps. Some of the issues that 

refugees face are a direct result of the society and the cultural norms that they come from. 

Fleeing one‟s homeland can give refugees opportunities to be involved in societies that value 



individual liberties, such as gender equality, demonstrating that refugees may want to assimilate 

to new cultural norms. Refugee camps are the first place that this opportunity presents itself. A 

New York Times article, titled Refugee Women's Plight (2002), discusses how the majority of 

individuals living in refugee camps are women and children, and how refugee camps can be 

places for change to improve gender equality for women. However, oftentimes gender equality is 

not the norm and actions must be taken to promote cultural change. In one example, the article 

discussed how women have to trade sex to obtain food from male aid workers in West Africa. 

The article states that changes need to be made by giving women more responsibility for 

distributing food to prevent these practices from occurring, thus changing cultural norms. 

Changing these foundational values in refugee camps can make for a better transition and 

assimilation to long term settlement nations. 

In addition to making changes in refugee camps to prepare for future immigration, 

societies must understand refugees‟ culture shock when moving to Western nations. Refugees 

cannot choose where they are relocated, so many refugees move elsewhere in the country after 

resettlement. A study completed in the Family Process Journal (2011) examines the different 

societal factors that contribute to the motivation for refugees to move. These factors include 

family and community reunification, societal factors such as better schools and education, better 

work opportunities, affordable housing, and neighborhood safety. Some factors are a result of the 

opportunities of the city that the refugees were placed in; however some factors are a result of 

cultural acceptance of that city or society. For example, according to the African Development 

Center of Minnesota, the Somali diaspora have established a very successful refugee community 

in Minnesota that is very attractive to incoming refugees looking for opportunities and cultural 

acceptance.  



Exploring the natural science perspective can provide an additional facet to 

understanding the refugee issue. Understanding the physical and natural world of refugees helps 

us understand physical issues that they face. A study published in the Globalization and Health 

Journal (2014) stated that urban Middle Eastern refugees face a high prevalence of chronic non-

communicable diseases (NCDs), such as hypertension, musculoskeletal disease, diabetes and 

chronic respiratory disease. The health risk factors for these NCDs are based on the refugees‟ 

physical world. Biological and environmental risk factors include individual genetic factors, 

environmental factors, poor housing, country of origin and lifestyle. Behavioral risk factors 

include unhealthy diet, tobacco use, sedentary lifestyle and alcoholism. Understanding these 

factors provides Americans, especially medical providers, with a biological understanding of the 

health issues that refugees face when coming to the U.S. 

An interdisciplinary perspective takes into account all the aspects of refugee issues and 

the ways to create cultural awareness. Each approach (humanities, social science, and natural 

science) is an important component of an interdisciplinary perspective. An interdisciplinary 

approach provides a holistic picture of the refugee issue. According to William H. Newell 

(1998), if a question or a problem is examined by only one discipline, only a partial answer can 

be achieved. Interdisciplinarity appreciates what each discipline has to offer, synthesizing the 

insights from each perspective to help solve the question or the issue. This approach should be 

the gold standard to understanding issues and should at least include the three approaches 

described previously to provide a complete picture of the refugee crisis and an understanding of 

refugee issues.  

An example of an interdisciplinary approach to understanding women refugee issues in 

regards to gender inequality can be found in a New York Times article titled, For Refugee 



Women, An Even Harder Ordeal (1985). This article discusses how women are the “most 

vulnerable refugees” as a result of multiple interdisciplinary factors. Through women trying to 

maintain a normal life in refugee camps, they are responsible for keeping the family together, 

seeing to the well-being and education of children, and carrying out most of the household tasks 

including gathering food and water. However, as a result of cultural norms in refugee camps, 

women oftentimes do not have the basic human rights to represent themselves, have unmet 

nutritional needs or little access to family planning materials, or have the necessary skills such as 

literacy to be self-sufficient in foreign societies. Refugee women would benefit from living in a 

culture that promotes gender equality. The expectation of cultural assimilation can be a catalyst 

to promoting refugees to reconsider their values on this topic. 

The Future of Refugee Resettlement 

Developing cultural awareness in a global society is not an easy task and the refugee crisis has 

forced individuals to confront uncomfortable situations. Whether citizens are exposed to these 

immigration issues as a result of living in the cities where refugees are resettled, or through 

media coverage, the issue cannot be ignored. We, as citizens of this world, need to develop a 

cultural awareness and understanding of other ethnic groups and nations. While Westerners have 

the responsibility to be accepting of all people and cultures, refugees need to be forbearing and 

accept the foundational culture norms of resettlement countries. Cultural acceptance is not a 

utopian process and will involve hard compromises. However, for refugee resettlement to be 

ultimately successful, assimilation and cultural awareness through interdisciplinarity is the way 

to successfully settle refugees and immigrants in host societies and nations. 
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Introduction 

The formation of this paper came to life during a shopping excursion to Target. While 

browsing through the school supplies a pink pen caught my eye, and was placed in the cart 

without a second thought. At home, in front of my laptop I pulled out the pen for a closer look. 

The outer layer was a transparent pink, stamped with the familiar pink ribbon, and wrapped in 

packaging that stated Fight for the Cause! My eyes looked over to the pink USB drive 

emblazoned with the same symbol. It was in that instant that I realized I knew nothing about this 

little pink ribbon, despite the little symbol being on various products that I owned and used. 

Every October the little pink ribbon becomes the center of attention in what we wear, eat, and 

see on television  as an effort to fight for the prevention of  breast cancer. The question is; how 

much do we really know about the pink ribbon? This paper will address the wide spectrum of the 

pink ribbon culture, by exploring historical, biological and social perspectives in the hopes that 

we understand the history behind the symbol, acknowledge the pros and cons, and learn to 

coexist with the little pink ribbon.  

 

Part 1: Historical Roots of the Ribbon, Transforming Colors and tasting stardom 

The history behind the pink ribbon is a little convoluted and controversial. To truly 

appreciate its growth into the public psyche, we have to understand the evolution of ribbon 

symbolism.  The ribbon no matter the color or shape has always been a symbol for awareness 

and support. The origin began in the 19th Century. Wives wore a yellow ribbon as a sign of 

devotion to their husbands serving in the military. By the 20th century, the ribbon became 

associated with causes. For example, the red ribbon honors AIDS Awareness  and made it’s 

induction to the public in 1991. The idea of the ribbon, and its intimate connection to help those 

in need, was the inspiration behind the Pink Ribbon and Breast Cancer Awareness. 



 Today, the pink ribbon is a huge trademark, but surprisingly the first pink ribbon was 

made on a dining room table, and initially peach. In the fall of 1991 Charlotte Haley, a fourth 

generation breast cancer survivor thought of the ribbon, and created it right on her dining room 

table. Haley’s peach ribbon included a tag which stated the following. "The National Cancer 

Institute annual budget is $1.8 billion, only 5 percent goes for cancer prevention. Help us wake 

up our legislators and America by wearing this ribbon." (Stephan, 2014).  Hayley had a strict 

grassroots/personal approach. She believed that change started at home. Along with handing out 

ribbons to the local neighborhood businesses she began writing to prominent women, and talked 

to people on the streets.  

 While it is unknown how many ribbons were produced and handed out under Haley’s 

guidance, she had the ability to gain the attention of Alexandra Penney, editor of Self Magazine, 

who would take the ribbon’s idea and approach in a whole new direction. Penney, approached 

Haley after hearing about her ribbon campaign, and offered the opportunity for a collaboration 

project with Self Magazine and Estee Lauder. Hayley refused Penney’s offer on the grounds that 

such collaboration would focus on commercialization, and not on the heart behind her campaign. 

 Determined Penney teamed up with Evelyn Lauder, a breast cancer survivor, and senior 

corporate vice president of Estée Lauder. Together both women talked to their lawyers and 

formulated a new ribbon campaign, changing the peach color to pink. In the fall of 1992, the 

little pink ribbon was brought into the spotlight. Estee Lauder make- up counters handed out an 

estimated 1.5 million ribbons, each accompanied by a laminated card describing a proper breast 

self-exam. They collected over 200,000 pink ribbon petitions urging the White House to push for 

increased funding for research.”(Fernandez,1998). Over the years the pink ribbon became more 

than just a ribbon people wore. It signified hope, purity, drive, and determination for breast 



cancer survivors and their families. It became a nationwide staple In 1997  the ribbion made 

another historical leap by going international and online. 

 In the late nineties, the World Wide Web was beginning to take structure and form. 

People were becoming in-tune with the digital world as a means of communication, research, and 

insight. Influenced by both the growing pink ribbon campaign, and technological enlightenment 

Paul Davidson registered and launched the first pink ribbon website titled PinkRibbon.com on 

October 6, 1997. Davidson wanted the pink ribbon to have a place in technology, while creating 

a site “directed to and available for all people in the world engaged with breast cancer... this 

website is dedicated to raising awareness and funding for breast cancer” (Pink Ribbon 

International, 2011). In 2008  initiative of the  website, and organization became expanded into a 

non- profit network titled Pink Ribbon Inc. Objectives of awareness were defined, and an 

international charity platform was created. The small website Davidson created in 1997 has 

become an effective platform throughout the years. As of now the organization reaches out to 

over “30 countries over 5 continents” (Pink Ribbon International, 2014). 

 This brief historical introduction has set the scene for a more prominent understanding of 

the pink ribbon. A visualized transformation has taken place allowing us to see how the 

individualized contributions of Hayley, Penney, Lauder, and Davidson created a huge difference 

in the way we view breast cancer awareness. Created on a dining room table, became the 

international poster symbol for breast cancer awareness.  

 

Part 2: Acknowledging the Pink’s Ribbon’s Presence in the Biology of Breast Cancer  

 The first section introduced the foundation and evolution of the pink ribbon which is 

important in figuring out what it is. Now we must figure out what it does. In order to do that, we 

have to learn the basics of breast cancer.  The American Cancer Society defines breast cancer as 



a “malignant tumor that starts in the cells of the breast. A malignant tumor is a group of cancer 

cells that can grow into (invade) surrounding tissues or spread (metastasize) to distant areas of 

the body. The disease occurs almost entirely in women, but men can get it, too”(AMC 2014). 

There are various types of breast cancer, but the main ones are: 

 1.Ductal Carcinoma in STIU: non- evasive, affects the breast milk duct.  

2. Invasive Ductal Carcinoma: abnormal cells that originated in the lining of the breast 

milk duct, and have invaded surrounding tissue.  

3. Triple Negative Breast Cancer: cells in the tumor are negative for progesterone, 

estrogen, and HER2/neu receptors.  

4. Inflammatory Breast Cancer: Inflammatory breast cancer a less common form of 

breast cancer that may not develop a tumor and often affects the skin. 

5. Metastatic Breast Cancer that has spread beyond the breast, sometimes into the lungs, 

bones, or brain.  

 The Susan G. Komen foundation stated that in 2014 an estimated “232670 new cases of 

invasive breast cancer will be diagnosed 40,000 of those will result in death.”( Komen, 2014)  

While the numbers seem large breast cancer deaths and diagnosis have slowly declined over the 

years.  Since the early 1990’s the breast cancer mortality rate has decreased by 34% due to 

improved breast cancer treatment, and early detection.  

An example of early detection is Breast Cancer Risk Assessment or (BRCA) BRCA 1 

and 2 are two of the most well-known genes linked to breast cancer risk. BRCA gene mutations 

are responsible for “about 5% of breast cancers and 15-20% Ovarian”(Mayo   The BRCA 

procedure is a blood test that uses DNA analysis to identify harmful changes in either BRCA 1 

or BRCA 2 genes. The results of the BRCA test provide information as to the patient’s inherited 



or overall risk of developing breast cancer. Breast Cancer awareness and the pink ribbon play an 

important role in BRCA testing. The Komen foundation provides “More than 36 million in 110 

research grants and 25 clinical trials focused on BRCA and Breast Cancer”(Komen 2014). The 

financial gain of these funds allow for new developments for prevention in BRCA carriers which 

involve; new drugs, hormone therapies, and dietary approaches. Also they are attempting to 

identify environmental or hormonal factors that contribute to the BRCA mutations.  

 Another biological factor in which the pink ribbon plays an important role is medicines 

and treatments for breast cancer.  One important group of medicines to look at is complimentary. 

Complimentary medicine is a group of diagnostic and therapeutic disciplines that are used 

together with conventional medicine.   The Komen foundation has invested more than “24 

million dollars in over 75 research grants and 30 clinical trials focused on complimentary 

medicine”(Komen 2014). The funding has allowed an opportunity to look into medicines that are 

beneficial for the mind, body, and soul. Some examples include yoga, acupuncture, and different 

dietary techniques.  

 As we have seen the pink ribbon does go far in investing the biological efforts of breast 

cancer through sufficient education, early detection, and new approaches to preventative 

medicines. While the pink ribbon does have a sufficient history, and makes a difference with 

funds there are tears in the little pink ribbon that need to be uncovered in order to be mended.  

 

Part 3: Small, Pink, and not pretty at All: The social stigma of the Pink Ribbon 

While the pink ribbon gives off the idea of fierce femininity in the battle against breast 

cancer, and the awareness does fund advances in breast cancer research, screening, and 

medicine, there is a social stigma of the pink ribbon that makes people cringe and want to rethink 



buying at all In this section we will discuss controversial darkness that lingers around the pink 

ribbon. One main controversy of the pink ribbon is the term “pink washing” Pink washing was 

first used by the Breast Cancer Association to describe companies “who raise funds for breast 

cancer while diverting attention from the companies potential hazards such as producing 

chemicals or toxins that have been linked to the disease”(Sulik, 2013). Since the pink ribbon 

campaign began there have been many reports of “pinkwashing” Here is a prime example: KFC, 

Buckets for the Cure- In 2010 The Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporation wanted in on Breast 

Cancer Awareness.  They teamed up with the Komen foundation and changed their Iconic red 

and white buckets pink. Customers who purchased a pink bucket of chicken could eat, and feel at 

ease knowing their money went to the cause to fight breast cancer. In this scenario it seems like a 

great idea and intention, however even great ideas and intentions can fail. 

Where in the “Cluck” did it go wrong?: When KFC introduced the “Buckets for the 

Cure” campaign their intention was to raise 8.5 million dollars in the name of the Komen 

foundation however they explicitly stated the following “For each $5 bucket (pink!) of fried 

chicken bought between now and May 23, KFC will donate 50 cents to Susan G. Komen for the 

Cure”(Perry, 2010).  The admirable thing would have been if KFC decided to write a check to 

the Komen Foundation for $8.5 million, but no they wanted to push their product even though 

KFC’s chicken has been linked to carcinogenic chemicals. Yes, even grilled, when KFC began 

filling the pink buckets with grilled chicken as a healthier alternative. The Physicians Committee 

for responsible medicine became intrigued and wanted to test the grilled chicken for themselves. 

A PCRM scientist visited six different KFC stores, obtained two samples from each location, and 

sent them to an independent testing laboratory. The lab results suggested “All 12 samples were 

found to contain PhIP, a chemical classified as a carcinogen by the federal government. PhIP, 



part of a chemical family known as heterocyclic amines (HCAs), has been linked to several 

forms of cancer, including breast cancer”( PCRM, 2010). Well if that isn’t some finger lickin 

information I don’t know what is.  

The alarming thing about this collaboration is that The Komen foundation was okay and 

went ahead with this arrangement even though on their website they acknowledge a specific link 

to obesity and cancer ““being overweight increases the risk of breast cancer by 30 to 60 percent” 

in postmenopausal women ( Komen 2014). Raising money in the name of breast cancer research, 

while engaged in a partnership with a corporation that may very well be contributing to this 

disease, is a prime example of pink washing and Komen, we expected better. 

The Komen foundation has also seen the fire of controversy. As we know the Komen 

foundation takes pride in their stance as a non- profit organization raising money in the name of 

breast cancer. Author Melissa Breyer reveals a different story. In her article “Pink October: 

where does the money from the Breast cancer movement go? The financial aspects of the Komen 

foundation were revealed. In 2011, Komen reported a net of $439 million in public support, but 

the foundation spent most of that on education, screening and treatment – and more on 

fundraising and administrative costs than it did on research. In 2009 and 2010, executives earned 

between $400,000 and $500,000 in annual salary.) Despite the fact that it defines its mission as 

finding a cure for breast cancer, the organization spent $75 million on research in 2011, which is 

just 17 percent of its revenue, on finding a cure. These numbers are alarming to hear especially 

from a foundation who takes pride in Fighting for the Cause.  

Although listed in this paper are two instances of pink washing there are several others 

that can be found all over the internet. Facebook has even created a page titled “Pink washing: 

Hall of Shame”. Users can like the page, and post notes and pictures about pink washing in an 



effort to spread the word. Pink washing is not the only social stigma under the pink ribbon’s 

hold. Survivor perspective is another social aspect that gets lost underneath the pink ribbon.  the 

color pink in general represents a fighter all dolled up and ready to win the fight against breast 

cancer. For some survivors the color pink, and the pink ribbon ignites signs of anger, bitterness, 

and sadness. Laura Nurik is an example of this. 

In an article titled “I survived Breast Cancer but I hate Breast Cancer awareness month” 

Nurik shares her perspective and her story about battling breast cancer, which depicts a different 

reality than what is shown with proud pink ribbon. While Nurik doesn’t deny that the pink 

ribbon has prompted awareness which equals progress she brings out a side of breast cancer 

which people want to ignore and that is the illness.  “Let me tell you something. In the midst of 

my chemo treatments, I’d hang up the phone after comforting someone about my illness, and I 

would go lay down in my shower, turn on the water full blast, and I’d cry. Not a pretty pink 

ribbon cry. I’m talking sobs. There was nothing pretty, cute or feminine about these episodes. 

Those were ugly cries.”(Nurik). Nurik’s words are heart wrenching but they allow a sense of 

reality to come through, shake us up, and remind us that no matter how many pink ribbons you 

wear, or pink items that you sell at the end of the day it is still a life draining illness.  

On February 3, 2012. A documentary was placed in select theatres which brought to life 

another side of the pink ribbon. Pink Ribbons Inc shed light on the controversy of the pink 

ribbon from the way it came to be, how companies cash in on them, and what survivors really 

think about the pink ribbon as a symbol for breast cancer awareness. One part of the movie had 

survivors sitting together, sharing their stories and views. One survivor said “It’s almost like our 

disease is being used for people to profit, and that’s not okay!”(Pink Ribbons Inc. 2013).  

Hearing stories or phrases about the effect of the pink ribbon are powerful because it reminds us 



that 22, million people are fighting against a disease that is not as small or compact nor near as 

pretty as a little pink ribbon.  

 

Part 4: The Pink Ribbon: Don’t Fear or Embrace but learn to Coexist! 

The purpose of this paper was to introduce two sides of the story. As we’ve seen some 

people embrace the pink ribbon, while others wish it would disappear but what is not being 

discussed is the perspective of coexistence. We understand the need for the pink ribbon, 

Acknowledge that the Pink Ribbon and Komen foundation are using funds toward breast cancer 

awareness, and learned that the pink ribbon is imperfect. Now it’s about living with the pink 

ribbon, and coexisting to find a cure. 

There are a variety of ways to find coexistence in the pink ribbon culture. The main 

element is do your research. Understand what the cause is for. For example, instead of buying a 

bucket of carcinogenic chicken find an alternative. The website Pink Ribbon Cooking is devoted 

to helping those diagnosed with cancer, get their life back with healthy delicious foods. The 

opening statement shows pride, and states “We focus on raising funds for non- profit 

organizations that provide support, education, treatment, and advocacy toward breast cancer” 

(Pink Ribbon Cooking 2014). This website is connected to the pink ribbon, offers funding, and 

advocacy but its efforts are never discussed. When choosing a product bigger is not always the 

best. 

Communication is the second key of coexistence. Use breast cancer awareness not as a 

time to buy, but as a time to listen comfort those who are struggling. The Breast Cancer 

Survivors’ Foundation gives those who are diagnosed with breast cancer a chance to reach out 

and connect with others. Even if you don’t have breast cancer take an opportunity to reach out to 



a survivor let them know you are there. Because behind the pink ribbon lies a debilitating illness 

that makes many women lost and afraid.  

Conclusion  

 The purpose of this paper is to go beyond the societal familiarity of the pink ribbon, and 

it's branding connection to breast cancer. My findings conclude that our global fight against 

breast cancer, and it's representation of the pink ribbon begins with education. As consumers we 

should know where the symbols on our chest come from, and what it truly means. We also need 

to have knowledge about the pink ribbon brand and the pros and cons that come with it,  because 

even the most perfectly branded pink ribbon can have corporate holes. Finally, we need insight 

and a sense of coexistence with the pink ribbon in order to work together toward our main goal.  

All of this information is crucial in our goal to move forward together to understand treat, and 

hopefully someday, prevent breast cancer. 
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Abstract 

Enron was one of the largest corporate failures. Therefore, it is important to understand 

the reasons behind this failure to prevent similar failures in the future. There were many fraud 

symptoms or red flags at Enron that could be used to detect frauds. Therefore, it’s important to 

understand the reasons why almost all fraud symptoms went unnoticed until great damage had 

been done. This paper analyzes the facts of the Enron case and applies fraud prevention and 

detection theories to formulate lessons for business professionals.  

 

Introduction 

Enron, an American energy company that was based in Houston, Texas, was formed in 

1985 by Kenneth Lay after merging Houston Natural Gas and InterNorth1. Enron enjoyed a huge 

success until 2001. Fortune named Enron ―American’s Most Innovative Company‖ for six 

consecutive years.  

The Enron scandal, revealed in October 2001, eventually led to the bankruptcy of the 

Enron Corporation and the dissolution of Enron’s auditor, Arthur Andersen, which was one of 

the five largest audit and accountancy firms in the world1. In addition to being the largest 

bankruptcy reorganization in American history at that time, Enron undoubtedly is the biggest 

audit failure. 

Enron was a maze of frauds. Executives and employees of Enron committed frauds on 

behalf of the company and against the company. The main driving force behind all Enron frauds 

was the fraudulent tone at top. Enron’s leaders’ primary message about their values was sent 

through their own actions. They broke laws and participated in questionable and unethical 
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behaviors as they concentrated on financial measures and used of the creative partnerships. 

Enron used accounting loopholes, special purpose entities, and poor financial reporting to hide 

billions in debt from failed deals and projects1. The chief financial officer and other executives 

were able to mislead Enron's board of directors and audit committee regarding high-risk 

accounting issues, as well as to pressure Andersen to ignore the issues1. 

Enron had a culture of arrogance, power, excess privilege, deceit, inconsistent treatment 

of internal and external constituencies, broken loyalties and irresponsible behavior. Most 

important of all Enron had a culture of higher stock price at all costs1. Enron’s leaders also 

ignored, then denied serious problems with their business transactions and were more concerned 

about their personal financial rewards than those of the company.  

First this paper uses the fraud triangle to explain why Enron employees and external 

parties who were related to Enron frauds, engaged in fraudulent behavior.  Then the paper 

analyses how people were recruited to commit fraud and fraud symptoms. Finally paper 

discusses how to prevent frauds and the legal reforms resulting from the collapse of Enron. 

The Fraud Triangle 

Fraud triangle explains why people commit frauds. Three bases of the fraud triangle are: 

perceived opportunity, perceived pressure and rationalization2. Some frauds at Enron were 

perpetrated to benefit oneself and the other frauds to benefit the company. There were all types 

of pressure elements, opportunities and rationalizations involved with various frauds committed 

against and on behalf of the organization.    

1. Pressure 

 Financial Pressure 
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Enron experienced financial pressure from the very beginning. Soon after Enron was formed, 

the company was drowning in debt. In early 1986 Enron reported a loss of 14 million for its first 

year. Enron’s financial situation had grown so dire that by January 1987 Moody’s downgraded 

its credit rating to Junk status1. This pressure was the main reason for Lay and other executives 

to allow Enron Oil to make profits in any way they wished. This leniency was misused by the 

executives at Enron Oil to steal from the company. 

In 1991, Jeff Skilling started using mark to market accounting for his unit: Enron Capital and 

Trade Resources (ECT). First problem with this accounting method is mismatch between profits 

and cash. Most dangerous problem of all is growth1. Enron had to have more and more deals to 

maintain the growth which was a difficult task with the competition they faced later on. This 

created a huge pressure, which became much more intense when Skilling reshaped the company 

by expanding trading and deal making business. Therefore financial pressure was the main 

pressure element behind frauds that were committed on behalf of Enron. 

 Incentive System 

Enron’s incentive system was based on its stock. In the case of senior staff, this reflected a 

remuneration system of which a key part consisted of stock options. For other staff, much of 

their savings was invested in Enron stock, with the active encouragement of Enron’s own 

management. An important part of this process consisted of retirement savings plans under 

which staff members’ own contributions were topped up by contributions from Enron itself1. 

Therefore this created pressure to commit frauds on behalf of the company to maintain Enron’s 

stock price. 

 Integrity or Reputation 



Fortune named Enron ―American’s Most Innovative Company‖ for six consecutive years. 

Enron was among the top ten largest companies in America. But after Skilling reshaped the 

company, Enron became a place where financial deception was almost inevitable1. Lay and 

Skilling had to choose between integrity and reputation of the empire that they built. They chose 

reputation. They always thought they would be able to hide the frauds and capture new business 

opportunity that would provide positive cash flows and earnings to cover the hidden losses and 

debts. This attitude helped them ignore possible damage to Enron’s reputation by engaging in 

fraudulent activities. 

 Greed 

Desire to maintain the higher life styles enjoyed especially by executives, due to the success 

of Enron was a pressure to commit frauds. None of the executives were ready to suffer losses 

from a failure of Enron. Even if Enron was a failure, top executives committed every fraud they 

could to retain the top position. Further, in cases of frauds against the company, the main 

pressure element was a desire for more wealth. 

2. Opportunity  

 Complexity of the Business Model 

Enron was using a complex business model with complex financial instruments. Even today, 

and especially before the collapse of Enron, few could understand the complex business model 

of Enron. Analysts used the term ―black box‖ to refer Enron due this complex nature of their 

business1.  This gave Enron employees the ability to commit frauds on behalf of the company 

and against the company respectively, without being noticed by the outsiders. 

 Gaps in Regulations and Mark-to-Market Accounting 



The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) gave approval for Enron to use mark-to-

market accounting for Enron Capital and Trade Resources (ECT). Mark-to-market accounting 

allowed Enron to report highly subjective earnings. Further, it allowed the company to record 

profits of an entire contract on the day of signing the contract1.  A requirement of 3% capital 

from independent sources allowed Enron to create many special purpose entities (SPE’s) to hide 

their debts and generate the cash-flows they needed. All Enron’s SPE’s qualified as independent, 

when in reality they were not. Further, gaps in the California market allowed Enron to game the 

state’s electricity market1. These examples show how shortfalls in regulations gave Enron 

opportunities to commit frauds on behalf of the company. 

 Lack of a Proper Audit  

During all these fraudulent and questionable situations, Arthur Anderson kept quiet. Enron 

was their second biggest client and they did not want to risk losing Enron. Even before Enron, 

Arthur Anderson had been embroiled in several high-profile accounting scandals, including 

Sunbeam and Waste Management. During 1988-1991 Arthur Anderson earned $54 million in 

fees from Enron. By late 90’s, that number skyrocketed. In 2000 alone, Enron paid Arthur 

Anderson $52 million1. Therefore this lack of audit trial helped frauds against and on behalf of 

the company. 

 Failure to Discipline Fraud Perpetrators 

In 1988, almost after a year of pretending in the face of overwhelming evidence that nothing 

was wrong at Enron Oil Trading (EOT), Ken Lay and the other Enron executives feigned the 

opposite: that they were shocked by the actions of the traders1. Enron Oil Trading’s scandal is 

the first indication to the Wall Street that Enron and its leaders did not always play by the rules 



that were supposed to apply to publicly held corporations. If Enron was disciplined at that point, 

Enron might have been more responsible and not gotten in to a maze of frauds.  

In case of frauds against the company, Lay and other executives did not take any actions 

because they thought the fraud perpetrators were making valuable contributions to the survival of 

Enron1. One example can be how Lay and other executives behaved when oil traders were 

stealing money from Enron and exceeding trading limits. Instead of taking actions to investigate 

the theft reported, Enron board increased their trading limit by 50%1.  

At Enron, history repeated. When an SPE called LJM was used to hide Enron’s debt and 

make money magically appear for Enron, the board of directors released CFO Andrew Fastow 

from the code of ethics so he could raise funds for LJM. Fastow stole some $45 million using 

LJM1. Nobody at Enron was worried about Fastow’s conflict in interest as the CFO of Enron 

and the head of LJM funds.  

 Lack of Controls 

Lack of controls by regulatory authorities allowed employees of Enron to commit frauds on 

behalf of the company. Further, lack of controls inside the company allowed employees to 

commit frauds against the company as well. Lay and other executives did not know about traders 

practices, until they got a call from Apple Bank, NY. They did not know about the practice of 

destroying daily position reports1. Even after auditors informed the executives about this 

practice, no internal controls were implemented to prevent these types of activities. This allowed 

traders at Enron Oil to exceed the trade limits, which were imposed to safeguard Enron from 

huge losses. This practice ultimately pushed the company to the verge of bankruptcy. 

 Ignorance 



Neither ignorance nor any other fraud opportunity was new at Enron. Enron’s top executives 

knew little about how the employees stole from the company. Even if they knew, they did not 

care1. They ignored the theft because those employees are generating earnings for the company. 

For example, they ignored Fastow’s conflict of interest as Enron CFO and the head of LJM 

because LJM was used to hide Enron’s debts and generate funds for Enron1. This ignorance 

allowed Fastow to steal from Enron. Additionally, during the oil scandal at the very beginning, 

Lay and other executives ignored the theft by executives of Enron Oil Trading (EOT) thinking 

they were profitable fraud perpetrators1. 

3. Rationalization 

 Rationalizations for Frauds on Behalf of the Company 

o New Business Mentality 

At that time Enron was bending the rules, anything that wasn’t blatantly illegal was 

acceptable for corporate America - no matter how deceptive the practice might be1. Creative 

accountants found clever ways around accounting rules and were rewarded for doing so. This 

mentality might have been one rationalization for the actions of Enron.  

o Other Companies Doing it  

In each case Enron crossed the line (for example, using mark-to-market or using off balance 

sheet finance), you could argue that they were perfectly legal. Did not all the big trading 

companies on Wall Street use mark-to-market accounting? Weren’t lots of companies moving 

debts off balance sheet? The answer, of course, was yes. Consequently, employees at Enron were 

even proud of what they were doing. They were doing what many others were doing, but in a 

better or more profitable way.  Even at the very beginning during oil scandal, oil trading business 



was wild and woolly. There were all kinds of little scams being run, even by the reputable 

trading firms1. As a result, it was easier to justify the frauds committed on behalf of the 

organization.  

o We Will Fix Books Later 

Enron executives including Fastow and Skilling thought they will be able to fix the books 

later. They thought when Enron captures the next big business opportunity or when Enron come-

up with the next big idea, the company will be able to generate cash and real profits that could be 

used to fix the books1. But that never happened. Enron entry into broadband was also a failure1. 

But the idea to fix the books later was one of Enron’s rationalizations. 

 Rationalizations for Frauds Against The Company 

o  ―I Deserve More‖ 

Fastow and his Global Finance group worked very hard to fix the mistakes the rest of the 

company was making. They worked long, terrible hours. Fastow was funding Enron’s growth. 

He saved Enron each quarter by making money magically appear for Enron, without either 

adding debt or issuing stock1. Even he was paid handsomely, he thought he deserve more.  

o ―Nobody Will Get Hurt‖ 

Enron was among the biggest 10 companies in the U.S. Therefore one rationalization might 

have been ―nobody will get hurt when I steal a little from this gigantic company.‖  

o Fraud Recruitment 

Almost all frauds committed on-behalf of the company and against the company were 

collusive frauds. Therefore it’s important to understand how people were recruited to commit the 



frauds. The top executives at Enron used various types of powers they had to influence others to 

get involved.  

 Types of Power  

o Reward Power  

Reward power is the ability top executives of Enron had to convince potential victims or 

their employees that they will receive a certain benefit through participation in the fraudulent 

activities. Enron’s reward system established a ―win-at-all-costs‖ focus. Extremely high bonuses 

were paid out to executives who behaved in desirable ways—in the form of stock options—

which in turn incited executives to keep the stock price up at any cost. Annual bonuses were as 

high as $1 million for traders, and for executives they were even higher1. 

Enron used reward power even to get the involvement of their auditor: Arthur Anderson. 

During 1988-1991, Arthur Anderson earned $54 million in fees from Enron. By late 90’s that 

number skyrocketed. In 2000 alone, Enron paid Arthur Anderson $52 million. Over half of that 

was for consulting services1. 

o Expert Power  

Top executives, including Lay, Skilling and Fastow, claimed to have expert knowledge about 

mark-to-market accounting, securitization, and all other structured finance deals, as well as 

models Enron was using to maintain a very high growth in earnings without affecting their 

balance sheet1. Enron employees had faith in the complicated business models used by their 

leaders. They thought their leaders had a complete understanding and all the expertise relating to 

the business model of Enron.  

o Legitimate Power  



Legitimate power refers to the ability Enron’s top executives had to convince their 

employees that the top executives truly had the power over the employees. This power was used 

by top executives like Skilling and Fastow to introduce fraudulent financial models and 

accounting methods to the company. They directed the employees to use the models and 

methods introduced by them, even if the models and methods were unethical and or illegal. In 

this way, top executives of Enron, especially Skilling and Fastow, assumed authoritative roles 

and convinced employees that their authority was legitimate.  

o Coercive Power  

Coercive power is the ability fraud perpetrators at Enron had to make other employees fear 

punishment if they did not participate in the fraud. Enron’s peer review system gave this power 

to the fraud perpetrators at Enron. Enron had an unusual performance review system in which 

every six months bosses and colleagues reviewed every employee of ECT, except Skilling. Then 

a panel would debate and rank each employee on a scale of 1-5. At least 10% of the employees 

were ranked a ―5‖ and fired1.   

The fear of losing their job was one reason most employees agreed to do whatever task 

requested by the top executives. Further, bonuses were paid to those who were highly ranked by 

the performance review committee1. Losing those bonuses was another fear employees had. 

Further, employees at the Risk Assessment Center came under the review of deal-makers and 

traders. Deal-makers threatened RAC employees, saying that RAC employees would lose their 

bonuses if they did not approve the deals1.  

Lay used coercive power to get the involvement of their auditor. Sometimes Ken Lay threw 

small bits of business to other accounting firms to remind Arthur Anderson it could lose the 

engagement1. 



 Symptoms of Fraud 

In order to detect fraud, managers, auditors, employees, and examiners must recognize fraud 

symptoms, also known as ―red flags.‖ Symptoms should be investigated to see whether the 

symptoms resulted from actual fraud or were caused by other factors2. Unfortunately at Enron, 

almost all fraud symptoms went unnoticed until the very last moment. All types of symptoms 

were apparent at Enron from the very beginning. The types of symptoms at Enron included 

accounting anomalies, internal control weaknesses, analytical anomalies, and tips. 

o Internal Control Weaknesses 

It would be correct to say Enron did not care much about internal controls. Enron executives 

allowed employees to override internal controls from the very start1. Lack of independent 

checks, proper authorization, proper documentation and records allowed employees to commit 

frauds and unethical activities on behalf of the company and against the company. 

o Accounting Anomalies and Analytical Fraud Symptoms 

After Skilling restructured the company, Enron’s focus was trading and deal-making. A 

company based on trading and deal-making could never generate continuously increasing 

earnings. But Enron had a continuous growth in their earnings, which should have been a red 

flag. In 2000, Enron’s 10-year cumulative return was 1,415% vs. the S&P 500 return of 383%3. 

Analysts called Enron a ―black box.‖ Few understood the business model of Enron1. This 

should have been another red flag. Use of mark-to-market accounting for gas and electricity 

contracts was another red flag. The value of natural gas contracts was highly subjective. This 
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subjectivity allowed for manipulation. Over the years, Enron extended mark-to-market 

accounting well beyond natural gas to other areas where the ―value‖ was even more subjective - 

and abuse even more tempting1. The very high growth enjoyed by Enron with highly subjective 

revenue sources was a clear red flag. 

o Unusual Behavior  

Employees at Enron’s Global Finance could be verbally abusive to anyone who crossed their 

line, which is another red flag1. This might have been a result of high stress resulting from the 

guilt of engaging in unethical acts to cover the mistakes and frauds committed by the entire 

company. When analysts questioned the financial situation and the model used by Enron, 

Skilling got extremely aggressive. When Bethany McLean asked about the off-balance sheet 

debt and some other aspects of Enron, Skilling blamed her for being ignorant and hung up the 

phone1.  It was hardly the behavior one expected from a big-time corporate executive. These 

incidents showed that employees of Enron were emotionally distressed and therefore were clear 

red flags. 

o Tips and Complaints 

From the beginning of the company, there were employees and outside analysts who 

questioned the practices of Enron.  Early on, one executive who took his worries about Enron 

traders to the chairman was considered jealous of the bonuses earned by Enron traders. Even 

after a number of reports by analysts questioned the practices of Enron, nobody wanted to 

investigate whether those claims are true. Analysts were just relying on whatever Enron 

executives’ statements, ignoring the red flags that were right in front of their eyes. 

Fraud Prevention 



There are two main methods to prevent frauds. The first method is to create a culture of 

honesty, openness, and assistance, although this alone will not help to prevent frauds. The second 

method is to eliminate opportunities for frauds to occur2. 

1. Creating a Culture of Honesty, Openness, and Assistance 

 Tone at Top 

The first and important requirement for fighting frauds at a business is to set a good tone at 

the top. This main factor was missing at Enron. Creating a positive environment involves two 

steps. First, caring enough about having a positive organization to conduct effective fraud 

teaching and training throughout the organization and to promote a well-defined corporate code 

of conduct. Second, setting a proper example or modeling appropriate management behavior2. 

Both of these key components were missing at Enron. When corporate leaders at Enron 

encouraged rule-breaking and fostered an intimidating, aggressive environment, the ethical 

boundaries at the company eroded away to nothing. Executives, including Lay and Skilling, were 

not worried about being unethical. When frauds were discovered by outside parties Lay 

pretended he did not know anything about those frauds. Clearly, if Enron had a proper tone at 

top, Enron would have not collapsed. 

 Creating a Positive Working Environment 

A positive work environment is an essential element to fight fraud. Three elements that 

contribute to the creation of a positive work environment include: creating expectations about 

honesty through having a good corporate code of conduct; communicating those expectations of 

honesty and integrity throughout the organization and having easy access to policies; and having 

positive personal and operating procedures2. Enron had none of these. According to Enron’s 



Code of Ethics, the company maintained strong commitments to communication, respect, 

integrity, and excellence. However, there is little evidence that supports management modeling 

and enforcement of these values. Clear and consistent signals told employees what was important 

to leadership—―Profits at all costs1
.‖Therefore employees understood that Enron’s leaders did 

not care if employees practiced integrity. The consequences Enron suffered due to lack of a 

positive working environment shows its critical importance in fighting fraud.  

 Hiring Honest People and Providing Fraud Awareness Training 

Not all people are equally honest or have equally well-developed personal codes of ethics. In 

fact, research results have indicated that many people, when faced with significant pressure and 

opportunity, will behave dishonestly, rather than face the negative consequences of honest 

behavior2.  

This was precisely the situation at Enron. Enron’s bi-annual ―rank and yank‖ performance 

review policy allowed the company to fire employees who were not generating profits at any 

cost1. The fear of being fired was intense pressure and most employees agreed to do whatever 

job requested by the top executives.  

Lay and Skilling focused on hiring the best and smartest people, those who would thrive in a 

competitive environment1. Enron did not care about hiring people with integrity. As a result, 

when employees faced pressure, they started to commit frauds on behalf of the company and 

some even committed frauds against the company. 

 Proper Handling of Fraud and Fraud Perpetrators When Frauds Occur 

The way an organization reacts to fraud incidents sends a strong signal that affects the 

number of future incidents. An effective policy for handling fraud occurrences should ensure that 



the facts are investigated thoroughly, firm and consistent actions are taken against perpetrators, 

risks and controls are assessed and improved, and communication and training are ongoing2.  

This sends a strong message to employees and aids in the prevention and detection of frauds in 

the future.   

At no point was the fraud activities at Enron investigated properly.  Leaders valued fraud 

perpetrators’ contributions to Enron. Therefore, they just ignored the frauds committed by those 

individuals against the organization. If Enron punished the perpetrators from the very beginning 

it would have created a fear for other employees to commit frauds. 

2. Eliminating Opportunities for Frauds to Occur  

 Good Internal Controls 

One of the most effective ways to prevent frauds is by having a good system of internal 

controls. Internal controls are systematic measures such as reviews, methods and procedures 

instituted by an organization to conduct its business in an orderly and efficient manner, safeguard 

its assets and resources, deter and detect errors, fraud, and theft and ensure accuracy and 

completeness of its accounting data4. An internal control framework for an organization should 

include a good control environment, a good accounting system, good control activities, 

monitoring, and good communication2. 

o A Good Control Environment 

The control environment is the overall tone of the organization that management establishes 

through its modeling and labeling, organization, communication and other activities2. Enron did 

not have a good control environment - there was no disciplined structure. Every employee at 
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Enron was a free agent, motivated solely by greed. Enron’s environment included arrogance, 

power, excess privilege, deceit, inconsistent treatment of internal and external constituencies, 

broke loyalties, and irresponsible behavior1.  

o A Good Accounting System 

The second element of a good internal control system is a good accounting system. This is 

important so that the information used for decision-making and provided to stakeholders is valid, 

complete and timely2. It would seem the main objective of Enron’s accounting system was to 

cover the frauds committed by the organization, rather than providing accurate information to the 

stakeholders. Enron’s accounting system was designed to interpret and use accounting literature 

aggressively to the advantage of Enron. 

o Good Control Activities 

Good control activities include policies and practices that provide physical control of assets, 

proper authorization, segregation of duties, independent checks, and proper documentation. 

These activities provide fraud prevention and early fraud detection2. Enron utilized some of these 

activities, but they were not used to prevent fraud. The leaders of Enron did not want to have 

independent checks because the company was a maze of frauds. They were happy as long as 

Enron met the earnings targets by fraudulent means, such as creative accounting and structured 

finance. 

 Discourage Collusion 

Collusion is a secret understanding between two or more persons to engage in an illegal 

activity. Frauds involving collusion are usually the most difficult to detect and often involve the 



largest amounts. Two recent trends in business have probably increased the number of collusive 

frauds.  The first trend is the increasing complex nature of business. The second trend is the 

increasing frequency of supplier alliances, where oral agreements replace paper trails2. 

Enron is an excellent example for collusion via the first trend. The complexity of Enron’s 

business model allowed successful collusion to commit frauds. A good tone at top can 

discourage collusion by creating a good working environment where collusion is discouraged. 

Leaders can monitor and take actions against people who use different types of powers to recruit 

people for frauds. A good whistleblowing system would also help in creating fear among fraud 

recruiters. 

 Monitoring and Providing a Hotline 

Monitoring helps to detect frauds early. If the organizations that were responsible for 

monitoring the behaviors of Enron had monitored the company closely, executives would have 

not been able to continue their fraudulent activities. Employee and customer tips are common 

methods of fraud detection.  Providing a hotline or having a whistleblowing system helps to 

detect frauds early and easily.  

Some barriers to a successful internal whistleblowing system in an organization can include 

lack of trust in the internal system, belief that management is not held to the same standard, fear 

of retaliation, and fear of alienation from peers2. Most of these barriers were present at Enron. 

Employees did not have any trust in the internal system. They had fear of retaliation and 

alienation from peers. The performance review system was the best method to retaliate. 

Interestingly, even outsiders lost jobs after questioning Enron’s practices. John Olson, an analyst 

at Merrill Lynch, gave a ―hold‖ rating for Enron and was fired because Enron lobbied the firm to 



fire him1. These events might have prevented employees from whistleblowing at even external 

organizations. 

 Creating an Expectation of Punishment 

The next step to eliminate fraud opportunities is to create an expectation that dishonesty will 

be punished2. Leaders of Enron did not create an expectation of punishment. In fact, they were 

ignoring frauds committed by employees against the company as long as those employees were 

generating profits for Enron. None of Enron’s top executives were blamed for Enron Oil’s 

scandal. Even if Lay knew what was going on at Enron Oil, he acted as though he or other top 

executives were completely unaware of what the traders were doing. For that reason, neither Lay 

nor any other top executive at Enron were punished. This might have given them confidence to 

continue their fraudulent and unethical practices. Clearly, creating expectations of punishment is 

a very important to fight fraud. 

 Conducting Proactive Auditing 

Organizations that proactively audit for fraud create awareness that employees’ actions are 

subject to review anytime. By increasing the fear of getting caught, proactive auditing can 

prevent fraudulent behavior. Good fraud auditing involves identifying fraud risk exposure, 

identifying the fraud symptoms of each exposure, building audit programs to proactively look for 

symptoms and exposures, and investigating fraud symptoms identified2.  

Enron did not have proactive auditing – internal or external. Enron’s auditor, Arthur 

Anderson, worked so closely with Enron that they came to see the world in the same way as 

Enron executives. They knew Enron was stretching the rules, but they always had a rationale as 

to why Enron wasn’t breaking the rules1. 



Legislative Reforms after Enron’s Collapse  

The main legislative reform after Enron’s collapse is Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Congress’s intent 

in passing Sarbanes-Oxley Act was to restore confidence in financial markets by increasing 

corporate accountability, enhancing public disclosures of financial information, and 

strengthening corporate governance. More severe criminal penalties for securities fraud were 

also enacted.  

One of the major elements of this Act is the establishment of Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board to provide independent oversight of public accounting firms providing audit 

services. Further, standards for external auditor independence were established to limit conflicts 

of interest and senior executives were made individually responsible for the accuracy and 

completeness of corporate financial reports.  

Conclusion 

At the time of Enron's collapse, it was the biggest corporate bankruptcy and scandal ever to 

hit the financial world, damaging the reputations of many other corporations in US. It’s 

important to understand and practice what can be done to prevent frauds within an organization. 

Creating a culture of honesty, openness, and assistance, together with eliminating opportunities 

for fraud, will prevent these types of corporate failures. After the collapse of Enron many 

legislative reforms were made to prevent similar failures. The main reform was the passing of 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act to restore confidence in financial markets. 
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Introduction 

Southern heritage pervades the work of Sally Mann. Her vision of the South is shadowy, 

its inhabitants weathered; she supplants glossy romanticism for grittier realism. Think less Gone 

with the Wind, more Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil in the way her photography tries 

to exposes the humanity of vivid characters. The essence of her artistic career, including her 

infamous Immediate Family series, is a culmination of the values and perspectives Mann 

contributes to her life in Virginia. Lineage, history, and place inform her art in a southern gothic 

tradition, while her postmodern tendencies will selectively embrace, tease, or subvert the old 

forms. In this way, Mann creates productive conflict between a genuine appreciation for southern 

culture and an artistic responsibility to provoke dialogue by challenging conventions. As 

“America‟s Best Photographer” (Price), she expertly employs technical and allegorical devices to 

manipulate viewers with her visions of life and death.  

 Her sometimes gloomy, always probing approach to her subjects—whether southern 

landscapes, adolescent women, her family, or corpses—creates narratives designed by Mann 

herself. Some photographs capture real moments in time while others are more deliberately 

crafted, culminating in the form of series constructed to explore themes which interest the artist.  

Mann describes her role in this way: 

 Part of the artist‟s job is to make the commonplace singular, to project a different 

interpretation onto the conventional. With the family pictures, I may have done some of 

that. In particular I think they tapped into some below-the-surface cultural unease about 

what it is to be a child, bringing into the dialogue questions of innocence and threat and 

fear and sensuality and calling attention to the limitations of widely held views on 

childhood (and motherhood). (Hold Still 153) 



As this quote suggests, the intention of the artist is not the only force which determines a work‟s 

meaning. Mann understands that art requires two forces, a power to create and a power to 

understand. Any efforts to visually communicate rely on an audience‟s participation in seeing 

and thinking. Therefore any exploration of Immediate Family and the controversy it created 

requires a two-pronged inquiry: What influenced the artist, what influenced audiences? This 

paper creates a retrospective snapshot of the period in which these photographs were conceived 

by Mann and later received by the public. The investigation is dynamic: while formalism offers 

insight into the creation of the project, New Historicism and reader response theories better 

illuminate its problematic reception. Ultimately the case study concludes with the determination 

that despite its many successes, the Immediate Family photographs were corrupted by a 

multitude of external forces.  

 
Part One: Creation 

For publishing photographs of her children, Jessie, Emmett, and Virginia, nude and 

provocatively staged, Mann has been accused of creating child pornography, exploiting the 

models for her own professional gains, and dangerously exposing her children to the world‟s 

sexual predators. It should at least be assumed that these were not the artist‟s primary intentions 

for the series. Instead, the project attempted to subvert the traditional family album and illustrate 

that “children are not just the innocents that we expect them to be. They are also wise, angry, 

jaded, skeptical, mean, manipulative, brooding, and devilishly deceitful” (Hold Still 157). The 

incendiary reactions to the art stem from disconnect between what viewers have been 

conditioned to associate with a family photograph and the narratives portrayed Immediate 

Family.  



Mann‟s postmodernist effort to undermine established ways of thinking often expresses 

itself through compositional allusions to art history. Her references often work to manipulate the 

viewer into conjuring certain feelings and ideas, but that is not to say that her work respects or 

maintains such associations. Consider that “Mann signaled an important wider representational 

shift from images of romanticized childhood, dominant since the Victorian age, to the now 

pervasive, modern, „knowing child‟” (Parsons 127); the techniques she uses to expose these 

aspects of childhood may be the same elements which garnered backlash from a public audience. 

By adopting the family photo album as the medium for her nuanced look at childhood, 

Mann summons both historical and modern connotations. In a nod to the Cult of True 

Womanhood, Immediate Family captures scenes of the Mann children in the private space of 

their family farm—images produced, of course, by the woman-mother-artist. And the form 

translates in a contemporary sense because “despite changes in media, the general style, and 

especially the subject matter of albums remained remarkably stable. The most noticeable 

thematic evolution is the increasing frequency of mothers alone with children, an expression 

perhaps of a more intense (perhaps Freudian?) idea of the mother-child bond” (“Secluded 

Vision” 21). The feminine imagery channels long-established cultural boundaries which 

privatize the home and seclude mother and child from public society. Mann upsets this 

framework by converting seemingly intimate, personal photographs into works exhibited 

commercially, publicly.   

There are precedents established throughout Mann‟s projects which demonstrate her 

capacity for engaging viewers through such means of disruption. For example, in the landscape 

series Deep South (Fig. 1), her use of nineteenth-century camera lenses creates characteristic 

signs of age, invoking sentimentality from viewers. 



Mann knows that we know what old photographs looked like when the Old Deep South 

was new. She taps into our nostalgia by replicating the technical signs of age, only to 

strip sentimentality of its reassuring anecdotes, magnifying the bare land and the ruins of 

the Deed South into haunted dreams. (“Price of Success” 405) 

Through deconstruction, her photography presents alternative meanings of familiar images. A 

creative mind fuses existing ideas into fresh, coherent concepts, and artists strive to stimulate this 

imagination in audiences. In Mann‟s work, allusions to art history actually function to upend 

stale assumptions or preconceived notions, insisting on a plurality of meanings in each work. 

 The Victorian influence is significant for both its prevalence and impact1; when the 

photographs embrace iconography from nineteenth-century art, postmodern treatments develop 

an original artistic message2. Subject matter of Mann‟s work often evolves visually and 

                                                           
1
 Besides simulating Julia Mitchell Cameron‟s romantic light and pastoral qualities, Mann 

likewise utilizes poses, props, and the titles of her photographs to create narratives. It is 
interesting to note that Cameron was criticized by her contemporaries for the images‟ lack of 
definition and effects produced during processing, qualities embraced by Mann nearly a century 
later. Because Mann prints the work herself, she produces images with a craft quality appreciated 
by collectors. Perhaps more importantly, Mann believes that good photographs depend on 
“technical serendipitous interventions” to provide an it factor: “I pray for the angel of uncertainty 
to visit my plate” (What Remains). Mann actually prompted the rediscovery and contemporary 
revival of Victorian women‟s art. Ironically, “exactly those aspects of Victorian women‟s 
photography that made it seem trivial to their contemporaries—its concentration on children, on 
the maternal, on haptic presence, on intimacy—now seem radical” (“Price of Success” 408, 414). 
 
2
 Consider her treatment of the Victorian practice characterizing male and female sexuality 

through animal imagery, popularized by sentimental literary achievements like Black Beauty or 
Rosa Bonheur‟s grand historical painting The Horse Fair. These representations of horses 
connected the oppression of women to that of domestic livestock, and Bonheur emphasized “the 
animals‟ freedom and uncorrupted nature, their loyalty, courage and grace…they were „like 
nature‟” (Chadwick 195). Alternatively, Sir Edwin Landseer, a successful animal painter who 
was favored by Queen Victoria, established the use of dogs to signify masculinity (192). In The 
Hot Dog, the bodies of the Emmett and the dog echo each other sprawled poses; Mann also 
adopted this imagery in At Twelve for similar effect, ascribing carnal qualities to the adolescent 
sitters. Rather than imposing broad societal value systems, Mann‟s animal imagery instead 
develops characteristics for individual subjects. 



thematically from one project into the next, and her series At Twelve: Portraits of Young Women 

is a noteworthy predecessor to Immediate Family. Reminiscent of Lady Clementina Hawarden‟s 

work, the project concentrates on the female experience. Mann mimics poses and the soft focus 

to create a sense of intimacy, as well as employs Hawarden‟s use of windows and walls to 

produce a feeling of entrapment (Fig. 2). In Mann‟s version, she inserts a mother figure who 

towers oppressively outward from the curtains (Fig. 3). And while Hawarden‟s models often 

peer into mirrors—simultaneously a gesture of vanity and symbol of trying to understand the 

self—Mann‟s image emphasizes the mother figure‟s values and influence. This treatment is a 

characteristic example of Mann‟s signature style, where a familiar intimacy confronted by her 

critical eye charge the image with new, modern questions. Similar to the family photographs 

which followed, the subject of motherhood is an underlying component of the photographic 

dialogue about growing up.     

The canonical influences on Immediate Family are not limited to Victorian artists. 

Popsicle Drips recalls Edward Weston‟s nude portraits of his own son, but Mann rejects the crisp 

defined style of Weston‟s photography and softens, crops, and literally dirties the body of 

Emmett. It is also noteworthy that the photograph which first provoked Mann to consider her 

own children as potential subjects for serious art was Damaged Child. Jessie‟s small face is 

pathetically swollen from bee stings and, as the title suggests, her unflinching expression imitates 

Dorothea Lange‟s Damaged Child, Shacktown.  But while Mann personally realized the picture 

as a way to confront maternal fears for her children‟s vulnerability (Hold Still 114), a critical 

public was conditioned to respond to the Depression-era imagery with sympathy and pity 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
 



(Parsons 127). Regardless of whether Mann intended to engender this vein of empathy, such an 

image nonetheless stimulates a specific viewing mode.  

In a formalist context, Immediate Family should be understood by aesthetic elements; 

only the visual clues offered by the artist signal meaning. Formalism has its limits; Mann betrays 

the principle of autonomy, or the idea that a work is a self-contained entity, when she conjures 

meaning from outside sources. Note that “nevertheless, if the reader is to explore all facets of the 

text, it is important to discover everything that a given reference suggests” (Dobie 43). When 

searching for a work‟s inherent worth or meaning, formal analysis serves to exhibit what is 

presented for spectators of the family photographs. 

Formal Analysis 

As visual art, the aesthetic elements of photographs are fundamental to a work‟s purpose. 

What it looks like determines what it means; Immediate Family is a project about childhood 

because the subjects are children. More than that, the “sensual, emotionally drenched nature of 

Ms. Mann‟s vision of childhood” (Hagen) complicates the notion of childhood innocence. The 

following formal analysis of Jessie Bites (Fig. 4) demonstrates the means by which the family 

photographs are able to obscure divisions between the worlds of adults and children. 

The close angle of the black and white image focuses on two bodies, Mann‟s eldest 

daughter Jessie and a mannish person whose face has been cropped out of the frame. This tight 

framing contributes to the photograph‟s shallow space; the background consists of mostly sofa 

upholstery immediately behind the resting bodies. The background also affects the balance: the 

bottom corners are symmetrical black spaces, sending the eye away from the bottom quarter 

towards light, lines, and skin. Although the entwined arms are centered and add to the balance, 

Jessie‟s off-center, barely-cropped head, limbs, and torso create the focus.  



 The light is directed downward from the top right corner, highlighting the linen shirt, bite 

mark, and Jessie. The lack of focus in the foreground works to emphasize her sharp facial 

features, the bite mark‟s indentions, and the fabrics‟ crisp textures. Furthermore, Jessie‟s soft 

skin, silky hair, and wispy boa contrast with the wrinkled arm and textile grains. Jessie‟s youth 

as exhibited by her physical features is contextualized within the physical realm of her 

immediate surroundings. 

Immediate Family‟s recurring motif of physical youth is developed through elements 

which distinguish Jessie. The structured, uniform lines of the shirt and sofa are emblematic of 

society itself. Like the synthetic fabrics surrounding Jessie, institutional constructions of 

adulthood are manufactured, albeit by culture rather than machines. The photograph nods to a 

preadolescent conflict between these forces and a more natural state experienced in childhood. 

The geometric lines of the textiles oppose the organic shapes of Jessie‟s body and hair, and her 

body is marked with wild, unruly scribbles of dirt. 

 Thematic subtext for maturing adulthood implies adopting order and abandoning 

wildness, to include gender conformity. Although both figures are more or less androgynous, the 

iconography of the boa versus button-up shirt with the suggestion of trousers determines the 

gender role for each. Mann has designed visual cues pointing to impending influences on Jessie‟s 

identity. But the narrative, like real children, is complex, and Jessie‟s reaction to such forces is 

not simply acceptance or rejection. While the naked, feral child may symbolize a state preceding 

adulthood and the bite mark suggests violent resistance, she ultimately remains passively 

entangled.  

Despite intentional choices to differentiate Jessie, the tension—like the action—is in the 

past. The impermanence of the bite mark establishes the nearness of violence, but now Jessie is 



still and comfortably entwined with her victim (or assailant?). Tension is further relieved by the 

unity created by the rope which continues unbroken from the left border, through the dirt lines on 

Jessie‟s torso and the entwined arms, to the shirt and right border. 

 But if all is forgiven, it is not forgotten. Jessie looks out past the spectator, her eyes slant 

straight with her frown. The dirt more deeply furrows her brow, and her hard, wise gaze is stern. 

The dirt also suggests bruises, scratches, and a bloody nose as further implications of conflict. 

And unlike the rope which connects Jessie to the other person, the boa—a symbol of her 

femininity—separates and constrains her. The boa‟s placement in line with the other figure‟s 

beltline contextualizes the proportions of her smaller body. And as an extension of Jessie, the 

state of the bite mark is ephemeral—a spectator senses that if she blinks or turns the page, the 

wound will vanish. In addition to time, violence and institutional structure also encroach on her 

fleeting youth. How does this child react to her environment and its forces? As the title 

elucidates, Jessie bites.  

Part Two: Reception 

 Except that Jessie does not actually bite, Mann does: 

From the beginning, the works have combined factual observation and contrived fiction, 

nature and artifice, putting her in the camp of postmodernist photographers such as Cindy 

Sherman. Mann admits to the artifice in some photographs; in Jessie Bites (1985), the 

sets of tooth marks on the arm were made by Mann herself, long after those made by her 

daughter had faded, while Jessie‟s face still conveys a sense of anger that seems to 

authenticate the image. (Steward)   



Mann collaborated creatively with the models, directing them to vamp, pose, freestyle, 

hold still; the children performed as actors in dramatic installations. And even in those images 

which resulted by happenstance, such as The Perfect Tomato which captures a fleeting moment 

of Jessie dancing in a sunbeam, the artist never completely abandons her oppositional gaze. It 

has been argued that “the accusations leveled against Mann stem from the unwillingness of many 

spectators to acknowledge the difficult truths with which they are confronted in the photographs” 

(Foa). Yet this simplification overlooks two fundamental problems contributing to the uproar 

against the project. First, Mann directs children in narratives involving mature content intended 

for adult spectators—the space is not exclusively for children. Can children sanction the use of 

their image for contexts they do not understand? Second, the artist is the mother of the children 

in question, and this fact tethers the project to her personal biography. 

 To the first point, photography is often deceptively illusionary although seemingly 

documentary. Indiscriminate spectators can conflate reality with the photographic image, 

prompting Mann to decry, somewhat harshly, “How can a sentient person of the modern age 

mistake photography for reality? All perception is selection, and all photographs—no matter how 

objectively journalistic the photographer‟s intent—exclude aspects of the moments complexity” 

(Hold Still 151). When spectators cringe at The New Mothers, the circumstances of child‟s play 

and the photoshoot are forgotten. Adult issues symbolized by the girls‟ bare feet, candy cigarette 

(held backwards, incidentally), and costume sunglasses are assumed to somehow impact or 

reflect Jessie and Virginia‟s real lives.  

However, Mann cannot claim to be completely blameless for this confusion; she 

intentionally cultivates this tension between the facticity and fictiveness of the photographs. 

Childhood portraiture and family albums generate expectations for authenticity, but Immediate 



Family teases with ambiguity (Foa). In The Alligator’s Approach and Wet Bed, is Virginia really 

asleep or pretending? And Naptime looks like a real nap, but are those costumes or pajamas? The 

tension between fact and fiction is one of many sets of binary oppositions employed in a 

structuralist fashion to elucidate meaning.  

 Another element of structuralism helpful for realizing Immediate Family‟s thematic 

development is Roland Barthes‟ notion of the pose, or the moment in which the real event was 

captured by the photograph. Unlike the punctum, a distinct detail which signifies authenticity to 

a spectator, the pose relies on “a culturally and historically specific repertoire of ideal images 

through which we see ourselves, see others, and are seen by others” (Foa). Even „real‟ family 

photographs embrace visual symbols whose meanings are internalized by subjects and spectators 

alike; that is why everyone‟s family albums look eerily similar. Mann‟s project takes these 

modes of posing and viewing hostage, exploiting the codes underlying our understanding of 

photographic images. 

The relationship between image, referent, and spectator extends beyond complicity in 

recognizing cultural cues. Reader response criticism acknowledges the role of the spectator in 

making a work meaningful. To this end, transactional analysis suggests that the viewer will act 

on the art as much as the art will act on the viewer. Stanley Fish establishes that the individual 

spectator belongs to multiple interpretive communities (“groups of informed, linguistically 

competent readers who read and make meaning based on assumptions and strategies that they 

hold in common” [Dobie 135]), so perception is systemic and never innocent of assumptions. 

And these assumptions, according to reception theory, are different for any given culture or 

historical period.  



 In the spirit of Barthes‟ “The Death of the Author”—“a text‟s unity lies not in its origin 

but in its destination” (148)—Mann has reflected that the family photographs were published “in 

the throes of a full scale moral freak-out over the photographic representation of nude 

children…I had trustingly sailed those images out like little boats onto rough seas and there was 

no fetching them back now to safe harbor (Hold Still 156).” Going public with one‟s art, 

producing a self for external spectators of both artist and sitter, means losing control of the work. 

In the same art historical tradition which pushed Lee Krasner to resent reception of her work 

enough to reject all aspects of female self from her work (Wagner 51), perception is often 

gendered. What‟s more, general biases can take specific forms depending on the cultural climate. 

 Throughout the 1980s and early 90s, popular culture and ensuing gender shifts engaged 

in a symbiotic relationship, aspects of each fueling the other. As in most cases of major cultural 

change, society‟s seething anxiety and consequent conservative pushback were prompted by 

forces of capitalism. Commercial industries including fashion increasingly realized children for 

their consumer value; advertising to and about kids boomed. In the wake of campaigns like 

Calvin Klein‟s suggestive jeans ad featuring then-15-year-old Brooke Shields ("Do you know 

what comes between me and my Calvins? Nothing."), art faced increasing scrutiny for obscenity. 

Note that by the time FBI and police anti-pornography teams raided the home and studio of Jock 

Sturges in 1990, his supporters considered him “ as the latest victim of what they see as a 

national wave of hysteria that is eroding freedom of expression by imposing a conservative view 

of morality” (Maass). The self-possessed, defiant children sometimes depicted in Immediate 

Family tap into the commercial iconography of the „knowing child‟ which emerged 

simultaneously with the child consumer (Parsons 127). Just as often, however, the moments 



captured in the series expose vulnerability; here exists another binary opposition to engage the 

spectator with the duality of childhood.  

Images in which children seem helpless trigger natural responses of alarm. Scenes of 

death pervade the series; Virginia collapsed in the grass (Fallen Child) and the stiff, cracked legs 

(Flour Paste) seem to be images better suited for the What Remains series. When viewed as 

efforts to confront a „mother‟s worst fear,‟ the psychic drama implicates Mann‟s maternal role in 

the creation and meaning of the family photographs. Like Berthe Morisot‟s Wet Nurse and Julie, 

the convention of the parent photographer introduces “what is not seen but what is known into 

what is visible” (Nochlin 230). Both Mann and Morisot integrate their internalized maternal 

conflicts into the work as part of their challenges to conventional ways of seeing. In her case for 

the deconstructive function of Morisot‟s work, Linda Nochlin cites Karl Marx: 

All fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and 

opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can ossify: 

All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned, and men at last are forced to 

face…the real conditions of their lives and their relations with their fellow men. (241)  

As women-mother-artists, their identities provoke a dyadic conflict between good and bad 

mothers. In each case, the very act of artistically representing their own child(ren) undermined 

widely held views governing expectations for maternal behavior. Morisot‟s Impressionist 

scrutiny of motherhood-versus-profession discord foreshadowed the gendered resistance later 

encountered by Mann. 

 And the controversy was gendered. Another impact of the new economic landscape was 

antifeminist backlash reacting to the increased presence of women in the workplace. In a project 



which looked at twenty-eight years of New York Times articles, content analysis revealed sharp 

upticks in pieces addressing working mothers‟ stress and the benefits for children of stay-at-

home moms. According to the researchers, popular culture often promoted the culture of 

„intensive motherhood,‟ which worked to justify traditional familism, or the notion that the needs 

of the family, specifically the child, override individual needs of the mother. The media 

intensified expectations for mothers by exaggerating the prevalence of childhood threats in the 

vein of daycare abuse and missing children, as well the condemnations of failed mothers 

(“teenage mothers, crack babies”) and the intensified Mommy Wars (Kling and Vanneman 5). 

Concerns for the negative consequences of 1970s feminism projected culpability onto mothers 

who failed to conform to the familiar confines of traditional gender roles. 

The capitalist society into which Mann injected her family photographs was conditioned 

to insist that she protect her children, that the public exposure flouted patriarchal values 

regarding maternal responsibility. Adrienne Rich situates the history of institutionalized 

motherhood within the context of Marxism‟s “classic critique of the nuclear family—the small 

privatized unit of a woman, a man, and their children:” 

 In this division of labor, the man is the chief or the sole wage-earner, and the woman‟s 

role is that of housewife, mother, consumer of goods, and emotional support of men and 

children. The “family” really means “the mother,” who carries the major share of child-

rearing, and who also absorbs the frustrations and rage her husband may bring home from 

work (often in the form of domestic violence). Her own anger becomes illegitimate, since 

her job is to provide him with the compassion and comfort he needs at home in order to 

return daily to the factory or the mine pit. (54) 



The social victimization of women-as-mothers is deeply embedded the cultural psyche. 

Spectators take for granted the ideology of motherhood, assuming that a woman‟s purpose will 

not be her own, but that of her family. If the Good Mother is self-denying, even self-annihilative 

(166), Immediate Family‟s contemplations on motherhood betray an understood condition for 

women to suffer in silence. The seeming inappropriateness of the children‟s involvement in 

Mann‟s creative outlet points to the culturally-innate binary oppositions of motherhood versus 

creativity, self-preservation, and individuation.  

Mann objects to the premise of an artist‟s morality determining the way the work is 

viewed; “Does Gauguin‟s abandoned family come to mind when you look at those Tahitian 

canvasses?” (Hold Still 153). In spite of her conviction that bad people can produce good art, 

Mann also maintains that the dignity of her subjects is her utmost concern and responsibility as 

the photographer. To photograph her husband for the Proud Flesh series, she captured the 

withering effects of muscular dystrophy on Larry‟s body. Her memoir admits a double standard 

when she claims that “while working on these pictures, [she] joined the thinly populated group of 

women who have looked unflinchingly at men, and who frequently have been punished for doing 

so” (143). Although she does not say as much, the same gendered forces impact Immediate 

Family. In the same way looking appraisingly at the opposite gender‟s form is brazen for women 

artists and commonplace for men, taboos surround works by women which destabilize the 

sanctity mother-child mythology.  

Conclusion 

 On a final note regarding society and motherhood, the reproduction of women‟s 

mothering is a psychological and sociological phenomenon, “a product of behavioral conformity 



and individual intention” (Chodorow 31). Socialization builds universal principles into 

individual personalities; as such, gender roles are psychoanalytically instilled in people. The mob 

mentality promotes collective interests, and “groups tend to increase the internal pressures 

toward conformity and homogeneity in order to maintain their identities against external 

pressures forcing dissolution into a larger whole” (Piper 273). The refusal of Mann, Jessie, 

Emmett, and Virginia to portray children as flat archetypes without inner lives of their own 

signaled their outsider perspectives and prompted the negative reactions. 

 The images as seen by the women-mother-artist are never identical to those perceived by 

other critical spectators. Mann believed her project captured moments of her children playing 

characters who communicated many natural facets of childhood. As their mother, she was 

desensitized to their nakedness and related the uninhibited summers on the farm to her own feral 

childhood. Infinite other assumptions also impacted her view of the photographs, as an artist, 

woman, human, and so on. This individual perspective as it relates to every single spectator is 

the key to the controversy surrounding the infamous family album. 

Images 

 
Fig. 1 Sally Mann, Untitled, 1988 from the series Deep South: Landscapes of Mississippi and Louisiana. 

 



 
Fig. 2 Lady Clementina Hawarden, Untitled, 1863. 

Fig. 3 Sally Mann, Untitled, 1988 from the series At Twelve: Portraits of Young Women. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Sally Mann, Jessie Bites. 1985. 
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